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ABSTRACT

This thesis looks at a major potential application of robotics, from
three management perspectives. In order to do this, the nature of
manipulator flexibility is examined, and a conceptual model proposed,
with which different robot designs can be assessed for different
applications.
The particular application of interest here is assembly, the
largest unautomated generic task remaining in industry.
It is found that the implications of introducing assembly robots
extend beyond the bounds of production management, into the fields
of personnel management and business strategy.
Moreover, while
the immediate operational impact in all three areas appears largely
beneficial, the systemic and societal implications are frequently of
cause for deep concern. Consequently it is suggested that decisions
on assembly robotics be taken at the most senior level of the
company, and as part of a much larger scheme to reorganise the
manufacturing function, and the organisation's structure.
In this
way the potential conflict between assembly robot technology, and a
bureaucratic structure, might be avoided.
Unfortunately, little guidance is available in Management Studies
on making these decisions.
The gulf which second generation
robotics promises to fill between human and dedicated manipulators,
is apparently paralled by a similar gap in several management
assembly robot flexibility challenges some of the basic
disciplines;
assumptions in management theory.
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INTRODUCTION

This introduction explains what the thesis is about:
-PART A

defines, and then discusses, each key-word in the title.

-PART B positions the thesis within the field of robotics.
Chapter 1, will deal in more detail with the research methodology
used, beginning with the method of topic selection.

PART A: KEY-WORD DEFINITIONS.

1) R
" OBOT":

A mechanically driven manipulator with at least three
progammable axes.

The word "ROBOT" is not easily defined.
fiction,

Its origins are in

and the vernacular definition, as an "artificial man", has

consequently
scientists.

matured
Its

with

little

phonetic stem is

restraint
the

from

Czech

engineers

noun,

11

or

Robotnik 11 ,

meaning Serf.

The first English language usage was in a play by

Karel

called

Capek,

sensation in 1923 1 •

11

Rossum1 s

Universal

Robots",

a

Broadway

Capek's idea of a factory to mass-produce

simplified

humans

as

a

source

of

cheap

labour soon

imitators.

It seemed to satisfy "a long-standing, deep-rooted, almost

intuitive interest 112 in machines with human capabilities.

attracted

At the same

time it established the lasting theme of robot revolt, and ultimate
domination

of

humans.

In

subsequent decades robots were to

dominate Science Fiction, although not attempted in practice.

1

The

normal

relationship,

whereby

expectations, was therefore reversed.

technology

leads

Public

Present day research into

robots still lags far behind public expectations, and most engineers
restrict their use of the term to the more sophisticated manipulators
that they build.

Nevertheless, since all researchers use 1 1 ROBOT 11

at some point, while as yet making little attempt to base a machine
on the full human sensor-servoed system 3 , let alone able to leave the
shop floor, there remains an air of deception about their use of the
word at all.

One day, present "ROBOTS II may well be considered

just elementary machine tools.

On the other hand, perhaps our

concept of a robot as a mechanical man will fade in the same way as
did the early view of the computer as a "Mechanical Brain 114 •

In our

definition of robot we merely apply the strictest current technical
usage, combining the elements of U.S. and Japanese terminology.
However, this mis-match of concepts proves an important point later.

The Japanese definition of a robot is normally considered very
broad 5 •
its

The Japan Industrial Robot Association (JIRA) includes in

robot

statistics6

anything

capable

of

II

revolving,

out-in,

up-down, or left-right travelling, swinging and bending, so that it
can spatially transport an object by holding it, adhering to it and
otherwise",

including

human muscle-power.

"Manual

Manipulators",

hoists

directed

by

In fact of Japan's 100,000 claimed robots, only

10% are programmable.

The American Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME), lays
more emphasis on control by stored programme.

11

A robot is a

programmable multi-functional manipulator designed to move material,

2

parts,

tools

or specialised devices through variable programmed
Unlike JIRA's

motions for the performance of a variety of tasks 117 •

definition, this fails to make quantified clarification of the variety of
tasks a robot must be able to perform.

In Chapter 2 of this thesis we distinguish between specialist
mechanisation which is designed for high-speed mass production,
traditionally

hard 11 or

dedicated 11 automation;

and robots,

both

programmable, and capable of the dexterity described by JIRA.

But

1

1

we find that a new

11

1

1

firm 11 automation is developing.

A programmable

wire-winder8 , though not a robot, is capable of winding a variety of
wires onto a variety of eletric motor shafts, to a variey of depths,
in un-preconceived combinations.
usage, we will not accept such

Out of deference to the vernacular
11

firm 11 machines as

11

ROBOTS 11 •

By

our definition a robot requires some dexterity, at least three axes of
movement, known as Degrees of Freedom ( 11 DF 11 ).

The minimum DF

by which any point in space can be approached from any angle is
six.

2)

11

FLEXIBILITY":

The span of task variety which a manipulator,
or system of manipulators, can encompass.

By most definitions robots should perform a variety of tasks.
The SME
moved

(above),

object.

requires variety of movement,

Such

versatility

of

task

restricted to the human factor of production 9 .

has

and variety of
previously

been

Yet humans do not

represent the ultimate in versatility. They are physically delicate,

3

and posess a wide range of sensors each of which precludes certain
Furthermore, human performance is impaired at

task environments.

psychological and social extremes, in isolation and in overcrowding,
w hen faced with change and with repetition.

So robot manipulators combine features of
high

repeated

attributes.
humans,

accuracy,

and

11 hard 11

endurance,

automation, like

with

some

human

This new scope for manipulators with greater range than

we call

11 FLEXIBILITY 11 •

Manipulator Flexibility has ten

technical elememts, which are explored in Chapter 2.

These will be

grouped

of

into

three

overlapping

fields;

flexibiltiy

dexterity,

productivity and programmabliity, to form a general model which is
used to asses assembly robot flexibility in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.

3)

11

ASSEMBL Y 11 :

Gathering and mating unreactive discrete parts.

Making products in sections is an old technique, as old as flint
heads on spears.

It has survived the more recent methods, like

die-casting and extrusion, where ever the costs of manufacturing an
elaborate .whole, are more than the costs of reducing the same whole
to simple parts and then assembling them.

We think of assembly as

a simple operaticn, potentially very dull and repetitive.
is really very complex.

However, it

Errors could occur in the instructions and

workings of arm and hand/gripper.

Similarly,

"Experience has been so far that you ean never guarentee
parts orientation or tolerances (both male and female);
so assembly is just loaded with contingencies". (Interview 2).
Many technologies are involved in the prevention of all the possible
errors that could occur.

In the following typical assembly cycle:

4

Find - grasp - pick up - manouver - orient - join - release,
at least seven fields of theory contribute to final success.

Finding

the parts, and orienting them uses i) parts presentation or ii) parts
identification techniques.

Grasping them and joining them together

requires iii) hand/ gripper design,
assembly,

iv) parts design for ease of

v) the physics of parts-mating,

( optimising forces and

alignments), and vi) the chemistry of parts materials l0.
parts

up

and manouvering

them

draws

Picking the

on vii) the physics

of

acceleration and deceleration.
11

For most other robot applications - welding, material
handling, machine feeding - there is a single purpose to
fulfil, very well defined, and there is no uncertainty
in there. Assembly is a technology, not a process. There
are partly dedicated screwdrivers, and smart equipment
with some additional sensors or primitive controllers,
w hich can go with the robot through several applications 11 •
(Interview 6).

In order to restrict the issues involved,
chemically unreactive, to

we define assembly as

exclude welding, painting and glueing,

although in each instance 'parts' do come together.
do envisage as being

1

1

Tasks that we

ASSEMBLY11 are shown below in Fig. 0-1:

FIG. 0-1: TYPICAL JOINTS IN ASSEMBLY.
a) Simple insertion.

□

□
7-J-

d) Insert and twist.

q,

"'

b) Multiple insertion.

'-LIL-�
---i_ri_Je) Insert and retain.

J

[s
i

□ ,..._l

c) Screwing.

u�

f) Force-fit.
�

-w-

(K ondoleon, MIT Thesis 1976).
Note:
e) includes stapling and staking.
f) does not include
Click-fitting, e. g. of felt-pen tops, which comes under category a).

5

11

4)

INVESTIGATION 11 :

A process of inquiry and reconnaisance.

The method of selecting the thesis topic is discussed in Chapter
1, but we will make a brief comment here.

It was inductive and

deductive rather than prescribed by others.

Theinductive element

stems from the

11 mission 11

of this thesis as a learning exercise.

Likewise the quality and quantity of the data available, encouraged a
process of deduction, and precluded the more statistical approach
which might be associated with words like
or

11 S

URVE Y 11•

However,

11 CENSUS 11 ,

"ANALYSIS",

the prospect of difficult data made it

important that the thesis should have a convincing structure.
use the word

11

5)

II

We

IN VESTIGA TION 11 to convey a sense of this.

NATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE TO MANAGEMENT 11:
Conceptual model, applied to three managerial perspectives.

The 11 NATURE 11 and

11 SIGNIFICANCE 11

are difficult to seperate.

of assembly robot flexibility,

This is because technical design affects

performance, and performance affects design.
interests of clarity.

Our division is in the

In Chapter 2 we shall investigate "NATURE II b y

building a model of the varied dimensions of manipulator flexibility,
and

presenting

the

assembly manipulators.

conceptual
1

relationships

1 SIGNIFICANCE

between

different

TO MANAG EMENT 11 shall

refer to the implications of assembly robot flexibility for the three
management perspectives covered in

Chapters 3, 4, and 5.

These

will deal respectively with significance to Production Management,
Personnel Management, and Strategy.

The reasons for this choice of

thesis format are given in Chapter 1, Part 8.
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PART B:

PLACING THE THESIS IN THE CONTEXT OF ROBOTICS.

1) INTERNATIONAL SCENE.
According

to

the

British

Robot

Association

(BRA),

whose

definition of a robot is similar to ours, the present world robot
population is about 21,000 11.
30

million

unskilled

This is small when compared with the

blue-collar

countries in Fig. 0-2.

workers

in

the

seven

Western

However, robots are novel machines in the

United Kingdom, and even such inconsiderable figures seem large.

The world total is growing fast.

A similar survey by the BRA at

the end of 1980 found only 14,000 robot worldwide.
totals in both surveys are compared in Fig.0-2.

The national

Note that, although

the U.K. has moved up from sixth, to fifth, in the league, our
investment in robots remains well behind the German level.
FIG. 0-2.

NATIONAL ROBOT POPULATIONS (,000s) 1980 + 1981.

10
8
6
4

] I t I I J___.
JAPAN

80

81

GERMANY SWEDEN

80

81

80

81

80

81

U.K.

80

81

ITALY

80

FRANCE

81

80

81

( BRA Census, December 1980 and 1981).
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The leadership of Japan is due to a number of factors.
as Professor Makino, of Yamanashi University,
quick to automate because it has had

400

Firstly,

explained, Japan is

years of industrialisation

condensed into 100 years. It appreciates that automation will lead
to national productivity.
during its post-war
shortage,

and

Secondly,
The

boom.

attempts

to

Japan did not import labour
result was

automate

labour-intensive

industry were therefore commercially viable.
practical nature of Japanese robotics.
pacificism,

and

its convention

a serious labour
areas

of

This is reflected in the

Thirdly,

of life-time

Japan's post-war

employment,

focused

attention on humane applications of research. The robot's capacity to
perform dirty and dangerous jobs like painting and welding,
stood it in good stead for research funding.

has

Finally, the Japanese

Government has fostered robotics by its own research at Tsuku ba,
by funding a Large Scale Project on robotics in partnership with
Japanese companies l 2,

and by offering special leasing terms l3 to

anyone wanting to invest in "robots", in the broad JIRA sense.

The

American

strength in Robotics has

a different history.

Pioneers began linking mechanical arms to small computers in the late
19501 s, but there was no commercial demand.

The first commercial

robot manufacturing company, Unimation, sustained repeated losses
for its first 20 years.

Only with the remorseless decline in the

competitiveness of American Industry vis-a-vis Japan l4,
robot been seriously conserdered.

has the

Companies with longer experience

include IBM (Ir:iterview 1), which had Robots in 1972;

and some car

manufacturers, which had a handful of robots working for them in
the 19601 s.

But much U .s. interest is untried, part of the 'Hi-Tee'

8

A )11 Business Week 11

fad.

year prediction
representative

10-

FIG. 0-3. USA TECHNOLOGY
IN OOSTRY GROWTH FORECAST
(Annual Sales: Index 1980= 1 00.
$ sales; Robots, PCs in units).

(Fig. 0-3) is
of

information

available to the U.S. public. It
compares robots favourably to
semi-conductors,
"Chip)"

market

1990, as in
than

although
will

remain

1980,

of

unclear.

in

Robots

1, 00.Q_

Biotechnolog/
;<
Personal C p
/ �
Semi-conductors

500

far larger

robotics.

definition

the

2,50.Q_

Also

its

"ROBOTl 11

is

1990

A more informative

-()"Bus. WkJ11:

forecast (see Figs. 0-4 and 0-5)

1

June 1981 p.68)

could provide some distinction between robots and peripherals as
well.

Robot Fever presents a constant threat to our data 14.

Technology may be in fashion, but U.S. robotics is confused.
This may be because, apart from GE and IBM, both silent until very
recently,

no

manufacturer

of

robots

has

used

them

itself l 5.

Laboratory research has focused on the more futuristic aspects of
the field, a virgin territory for PhD.s.

An interviewee mted that

the results were more suited to the unpredictable Moon, or the
sea-bed, than a well-ordered factory.
project,

to

build

a

flexible

electric

One large Government-aided
motor

assembly

line

with

Westinghouse, near Pittsburgh, has lasted over 6 years, because its
goal was very ambitious: to assemble existing designs, rather than
future ones slightly modified to suit the robots available:
)"Assembly here would be so much easier, if the product
could be designed just a little bit differently,11 • (Interview 6).
We give their reason in Chapter 3 part B; but the lead may be lost.

9

Europe has something of the Japanese flavour of practicality.
Sweden's high density of robot

applications is due to its shortage of

skilled workers, and high blue-co llar wagesl6.
her

tradition

of

engineering

exce llence

overtaking Sweden's robot tota l in

1981.

enjoyed heavy government support:

and

Germany maintains
user-orientation,

German industry has

for instance, all firms have

access to the unsurpassed robot testing facilities at the Institute of
Production Engineering Automation in Stuttgart.

Like Sweden and

Germany, Italy's present robot use is concentrated among a few large
firms: Olivetti use their own robots; Fiat have added experience in
gopher-supported

engine

assembly l 7,

to

that

gained

in

the

well-known Robogate body factory.

The United Kingdom,

having pioneered robotics at Nottingham

University in the late 19 601 s l8 , has on ly re·cently rejoined the fray,
with

11 new

university projects l9 ,

Engineering Research Council.

funded by the Science and

Government interest is also reflected

in support through the BRA., the British Technology Group20 , and
Department of Industry grants21 .
a combination of low

labour

But resistance to robots is high,

costs, unemployment, short investment
Of $ 20m available from the DOI for

horizons, and lack of education.
robot purchases,
Britain's

robot

expectations.

on ly $3m was taken up22.
population

doubled,

However in

out-stripping

There are other rays of light too.

distribution is remarkably broad,
experience of different applications.

1981

industry

U. K. robot

indicating that the country has
Additionally, the Americans and

Japanese appear to view the U. K. as a manufacturing base from
which to export into Europe23.
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2)

ROBOT COST AND MARKET TIMESCALE.

The

commercial

combination

of

robot

justified

market

as

suspicion

a
and

whole

suffers

unjustified

imagination on the part of potential users.

from

failure

a
of

The breakthrough in

sales will come when the direct and indirect benefits of robots are
better appreciated.

This requires three developments; the benefits

must increase, prices must fall, and a program of education must
take place.

The question of benefits and education we will deal with

But we will give a broad indication of prices here.

later.

The

Cincinnati Milacron T3, paragon of 1980, costs around $100,000;
198l's star, the Unimation PUMA, costs some $5 0,000; the Sankyo
SCARA robot, to be marketted by IBM in 1982, will cost around
$25,000

2 4.

So Cheap robots may be upon us.

Lower robot prices may be achieved by less precise manufacture,
compensated for by a degree of robot intelligence.
very uncertain 25.

Costs of this are

Sensors are barely available commercially, and

many different types remain unproved

(see Chapter 3 part A).

Then again, it may be that manufacturing costs of robots can be
held

down

by

mass-producing a single, multi-purpose machine,

rather than by making a range of more dedicated ones.

On the

other hand, by using robots to build robots, the unit cost of making
a range of machines would fall towards that of mass-producing a
single type (Chapter 3 part B).

Another consideration is that the

cost of peripheral tooling for any robot application
and probably inelastic.
present

5 0%

is considerable,

It may well increase to more than its

of the total robot installation cost.

11

In this case,

the degree of sophistication of the robot would be only a small

element

of

irrelevant.

the

price

of

the

installation,

A final point is that,

research costs are rising.

in universities,

and

perhaps

while robot costs are falling,

Initial steps were made on tight budgets

(witness Nottingham and Yamanashi Universities26);

but further advances involve much greater complexity.
be that,

become

It may well

once the market breakthrough has come, and robots are

appreciated for their indirect benefits, the next generations will be

more expensive.

FIG. 0-4. JAPANESE ROBOTICS
MARKET FORECAST. (Sales per
Annum; Units sold).
120
100
80

Intelligent
Numerical
Playback

X

Control

�

Variable

60

Note: These two charts are not
directly comparable. Available
figures do not permit this.
(Definitions: see Footnote 0-5)
FIG. 0-5. JAPANESE ROBOTICS
MARKET FORECAST. (Sales per
Annum; in billion Yen).
1000
800
600

40

400

20

200

X!

1975

___. Manual
Manipulators

�

1980

1985

1990

(JIRA: July 1981).

Exports
Peripherals
Intelligent
Numeric /Control
/
�
Playbacf

I/

;;/--'.
?
f/,_� ____-¥.
---------_y Fixed Sequence
Variable Sequence

Ox��Mari". Manipulator
1985
1990
1975
1980
(JIRA: July 1981).
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The most detailed forecasts presently available of robot sales, are
issued by the Japan's Industrial Robot Association (Figs. 0-4, 0-5).
But bearing in mind the many pitfalls in predicting robot costs, we
must treat even these with caution.

However,

JIRA's forecasts

have proved conservative in the past, which raises their credibility.
For instance their forecast for sales in 1980, though revised upwards
by 40%, turned out 20% low.

FIG.0-4 is best used as an indication of proportional growth.
Until 1980 the market was dominated by a "first stage" type of
robot, lacking intelligence, which means sensory feedback.
no

senses

increases

the

sub-standard work-pieces.

dangers

to

the

production

Having

system

of

Particularly in assembly, where accuracy

must normally be high, the robot will break itself, or its gripper, or
the work-piece,
stage"

unless it has correcting feedback. So a "second

generation

sensing,

tactile

is sought,
sensing,

with capabilities like vision,

ultrasonics,

electric eddy-current sensing.

voice

force

communication,

and

Once these features are available on

commercial robots, JIRA expects them to sell well (interview 12).

Intelligent robots should raise levels of factory safety, by halting
their cycle when the unexpected happens.
stress saftey with these machines.

Robots,

Industry must always
though only machine

tools, are quickly attributed by laymen with all the potential threats
of

their

science

fiction

namesakes.

However,

the

conflict

of

metaphors caused by this misnomer, can in fact be of considerable
benefit to those attempting to introduce "intelligent robots".

The

misunderstood robot can prove a fine catalyst of systemic change.
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FIG. 0-6.
ROBOT ABILITY
BY MANUFACTURING TASK.

FIG. 0-7. U.S. WORKFORCE IN
ROBOTISABLE TASKS (,000s).

A) Pure displacement:
1) Machine load/unloading.
machine tool: eg drilling
injection moulding
metal die casting
hot forging and stamping
cold forging
furnace load/unloading
cold sheet stamping
heat treatment
foundry role: casting
2) Parts ma nip ulation.
3) Palletising.

Workers
Factory
Total
32,066
(1979, aged 16+ years)
Major Categories of US Factory
Workers with Jobs Matching
Tasks that Robots Can Perform:
1) Craft and Kindred Workers
+-Machinists and setters 642
- Metalcraf t workers
694
2) Operatives
- Assemblers
1,289
- Checkers, Inspectors
746
263
- Cutting operatives
- Packers
626
- Painters
185
+- Precision operators
405
+- Press operators
158
- Welders, Flame-cutters 713
+- Machine operatives
1,822

B) Moving-and-Processing:
1) Spot welding.
2) Continous welding (Arc).
* 3) Mech./elec. parts mating.
* 4) Electronic parts assembly.
5) Spray painting.
6) Cabling.
7) Cutting.
* 8) Other tool operations.

3) Labourers:
- Material handlers

C) Moving and inspecting:
* 1) Dimensional control.
* 2) Other quality control
functions.
N.B.

*

TOTAL

780
8,278

N.B. + = Machine operators:
subtotal 3,027

= "Second Level" robot.
(CMU: April 1981).

(CMU April 1981).

No one has established adequately the relationship between the
robot market and the human labour market.

A project done by

students at Carnegie Mellon University in 1981 (Figs. 0-5 and 0-1),
compared

11 first 11

and "second" stage robot abilities, with present

human abilities in manufacturing27.

They found that up to 10% of

blue-collar jobs are already robotiasable, rising to 25% with the
proliferation of stage

11 two 11

machines.

Foremost among applications

for the second stage intelligent machines is assembly, where some
1.3 million U.S. jobs are at stake.
14

3) ASSEMBLY:

AN ELUSIVE ROBOT APPLICATION.

The CMU project shows that assembly may be a signi ficant area of
robot

potential.

Initial

indications

support

this

view.

The

preponderance of assembly activities in such companies as General
Electric U.S.A.,(GE, interview

2),

and Hitachi (interview 11), has

been found to be even higher than the CMU figures.

Westinghouse

(interview 6) made a preliminary search before embarking on its
11

APAS II project -Adaptable Programmable Assembly System-, to find

that the activity common to their factories was assembly28 . Likewise
GE's survey for automation applications found that "That's what we
do, we build things 11 28 . By September 1981, 90% of their 'Automation
Systems Group' was working on assembly robots.

The Westinghouse

and GE surveys were confidential, but Fig. 0-9 shows figures for
Siemens, of West Germany that are probably very similar.

Despite

the potential for

assembly robot

indications are that many obstacles remain.

applications,

initial

General Motors (Fig.

0-8 and interview 7) predicts assembly robot use jumping from the
present 3%, to 30% of the company's total robot population by 1990.
But in September 198 1 had yet to install any more.

It was this

unsatisfied potential, which first interested me in the present topic.
Fig. 0-10 gives an estimate of the di fferent proportions of robot
applications in Germany last year.

Again the disparity with Fig. 0-9

is striking: assembly, the largest unautomated area of production,
remains a minority robot application.

There are two issues here.

The first is that assembly has not

15

FIG. 0-9. SIEMENS A.G. 1979
PRO WCTION WORKERS BY %.

FIG. 0-8.
ROBOT USE AT
GENERAL MOTORS. 1981-1990.

Assembly
In-field Service
Prefabrication
Quality Control
Others

198 l(actual) 1990(predicted)
No. %
No. %
Assembly

9

3

5000

36

Machine
Loading

55

18

4000

28

Part
Transfer

16

5

800

6

131

44

2700

19

Painting

40 13

1500

11

Misc.

51

Welding

TOTAL

(IJPR Sept/Oct 1979)
FIG. 0-10.
GERMAN ROBOT
APPLICATIONS 1981.
880
Parts-Handling:
Tool-handling:
771
Spot-welding
Coating
231
227
Arc-welding
Assembly
101
Others
69
22
Research:
TOTAL
2,300
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302 100

40%
20%
18%
14%
8%

14,000 100

(GM Technical Centre,
Warren, Michigan).

(IPA Lee. 1981)

been implemented as a robot application in the past.

This was

largely due to the immaturety of technologies required for such an
application.

The second issue is that oow that the technology is

becoming available, and the lag has been noticed, realising intentions
is proving painfully slow.

At the end of 1981, neither GE nor GM

could report a single new operational assembly robot installation,
although both had been devoting considerable management resources
to such applications for over a year.

This thesis presents and operationalises a model for catagorising
the flexibility of any manipulator, be it mechanical or human, to
assist in a management understanding of this lag between intention
and

realisation.

The

nature

and

structure

of

the

investigation is presented in the Methodology, Chapter 1.
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resulting

FOOTNOTES TO INTRODUCTION
1-K.Capek (1890-1938). See report of first reviews in Theatre Guild
Library edition; Introduction.
2-Quoted from Prof. K.Rathmill; p.280, Metal Construction, May 1981.
3-Stated at C.S.Draper Labs. by Mr. Witney, (interview 3).
4-For example:

Ackoff (1981), p.23.

5-JIRA's classification of industrial robots:
Definition.

Category.
Manual Manipulator:

Manipulator which is operated by Man.

Fixed Sequence
Robot:

Manipulator which makes specified motions in step
fashion, in a predetermined sequence, observing
specified conditions and positions. In
manipulators of this type, it is generally
difficult to change the information set in them in
the middle of each cycle.

Variable Sequence
Robot:

This is the same as the fixed sequence robot,
except that the information pre-set in them can be
changed in the middle of each operation cycle.

Playback Robot:

The operation sequence, positions and other
information are stored in the robot when a
manipulator is made to perform a sequence of
operations. The operator can retrieve any desired
part of the stored information.

Numerical Control
(NC) Robot

Manipulator which performs a sequence of
operations according to numerical instructions
concerning sequence, positions and other
information.

Intelligent Robot:

Robot which determines its actions by perception
and recognition.

6-The latest are available in "The Industrial Robot", December 1981.
7-Adopted by the Robot Institute of America, November 1979.
8-As seen at Hitachi during interview 11.
9-Ackoff, p.24: "Automation is fundementally different from mechanisation.
Mechanisation has to do with the replacement of muscle, automation with
the replacement of mind".
10-N.B. Hitachi: "Sometimes you need knowledge about materials, but
compared to other operations like machining or forming, assembly
doesn't require a lot of chemistry". However, Toshiba (interview 19),
said that machined parts depend on the material to hold tolerances.
11-Latest statistics published in "The Industrial Robot" March 1982.

12-Toshiba said: "In financing this research, the government do not think
about whether it pays or not. Once we have developped the new
technology, the other application people will think how to use it to
make it pay".
13-"The Japan Robot Leasing Company was set up by industrial robot
manufacturers in April 1980, This company leases industrial robots,
drawing on capitals provided by the Japan Development Bank (Government
sponsored financial instution) and other city banks".
14-e,g. Skinner p,3: "our number 1 position in world industrial
capability
is not what it used to be", Also see "The decline of
productivity and
the resultant loss of u.s. world economic and political
learedship".
SME, Mich,; Policy Document No. 1, March, 1981,
15-SRI (interview 8): "There's some worry that exaggerated promises are
being made in this country for AI (artificial intelligence), that may
result in disappointment later".
15-C,S,Draper Labs, (interview 3),
16-Internal report of visit by SRC group to Sweeden, provided by
P,Davey
17-See article "The human approach,•" pp. 22-23 in "The Engineer" 5 Nov
I 81
18-Robots now in the Lab at PERA,
19-Allotted in 1981 by P.Davey,
20-Previously the National Enterprise Board, until Summer 1981,
21-Advertised in national press over January 1982,
22-Stated by ••.•• of Grundy Robotics, during telephone interview,
31/3/82,
23-Two American firms, Unimation and Cincinnati Milacron, make robots
in the U,K,
24-IBM launch-price, confirmed by Grundy Robotics.
25-For a rough guide: The Machine Intelligence Corp,'s version of the
SRI
vision system sells in America for $25,000,
26-The initial SCARA research was funded on $30,000, (Interview 21),
27-CMU report "The impact of robotics••••", pp,68-75,
28-Westinghouse: "The project showed that assembly and inspection were
the
most labour intensive parts of Westinghouse".
29-Interview 2,

Chapter 1

METHODOLOGY

The previous section defined the terms of the thesis title, and
put it in the context of robotics.
This Chapter describes and evaluates the processes of topic
selection, interviewee selection, interview design, and preparation
for the field trip.

It

the thesis itself.
The next section,

also discusses the design and execution of
Chapter 2, will propose a general model of

manipulator flexibility.

1) METHOD OF TOPIC SELECTION.

Choosing robotics for a thesis topic, reflects my intention that
this project should teach me details of an area which I felt weak in.
It also reflects my belief that I would learn best in a field that
interested me.

The thesis topic was therefore obtained inductively,

and risks being irrelevent in a wider context, however deductive we
are from now on.

The precise focus of the topic leans heaviliy on

both literature and interview sources, but the initial choice of field
is rooted in my own opinions, particularly my opinions at that time
about myself.

Bearing in mind that I may therefore read more into

my choice than I was conscious of at the time, I will say briefly why
I liked the topic.

This should help the reader to judge my

ontological stand-point, and give a context to my comments.
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I was a historian,

studying Management to move my academic
I sought objectivity

focus away from what I considered "The Arts".

However, I found no such

in the concrete reality of "Science".
security.

"Concrete reality" proved

interpretation as History.

as much a matter of individual

So I determined on an

a technical flavour: history in the making.

II

Arts II thesis with

Such a topic seemed

possible in the "Post-Industrial Revolution II of the 1980's.
technological advances of the
new

ways

to

realise

20th.

hitherto

Here the

Century seemed to be merging in
unexpected

potentials.

Parallel

conjunctions in Management Studies would be needed, if the new
p otentials were to be understood and managed gracefully.

Robotics

was

suggested

as

a

case

in

point,

after a

robot

exhibition in Brighton1, in May 1981, received broad press coverage.
Taken

at face value,

engineering.

robotics

is

the child 2

of

computing

and

However it has parallels in developmemts throughout

business studies, in accounting, production research, anthropology,
and corporate strategy.

Then again, robot development could be

seen as interdependant with man's developing view of himself.

Or,

viewing reality as the product of man's attempt to make the world
intelligible to himself, the robot could be seen as the latest symptom
of one of his most consistent symbols, man-made man.

Such a new and diverse field offered the chance to write a thesis
that made a genuine contribution to the literature3 .
thesis could have a sound management basis

Secondly, the

because, while lacking

a seminal literature, the existing traditions of Management Studies
adjacent to this new development can offer useful insights.
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Once the topic of robotics had arisen, I conducted a series of
interviews to test its suitability,

and to identify a management

perspective narrow enough for a thesis, despite the field's inter
I began by meeting Dr. Rooks of the British

disciplinary nature.
Robot

Association,

Department of

Robots.

I

I then visited Dr.

Computer Science at the
Thirdly,

Aberystwyth.
Engineering,

in Bedford.

co-author
also

I

of

went

to

visited

the
the

Lee of the

University of Wales,

Peter

Foyer

Government Report

of

in

Ingersoll

on Industrial

Production Engineering Research

Association (PERA) in Leicestershire, and talked with its Director,
Prof. Heginbotham.

The field to focus on was assembly.

It was narrow in the sense

that few people in the world had empirical experience of doing
industrial assembly using robots.

Yet it was broad in the sense that

assembly is perhaps the most labour-intensive generic activity in
manufacturing

industry,

management attention.

enough

so to

be

a genuine issue

for

At the same time assembly is one of the more

topical areas of robotics, which would help me to interest the people
I asked to interview.

Finally, not being an engineer, I hoped that I

was chasing an area where engineers themselves faced uncertainly,
so that my inexperience would be less of an obstacle.

During these meetings I began to learn the whereabouts of the
international experts, whom I would have to consult if my thesis on
robotic assembly was to represent current knowledge, and draw on
any empirical data at all.

We shall return to this shortly.
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To narrow the topic further, I chose as a second focus the theme
of robot flexibility, the particular automation breakthrough associated
with robotics.

It seemed to emphasise the management orientation of

the thesis, flexibility being topical in Strategic Planning, Marketing
and Organisational Behaviour.

This second focus, on flexibility, was
However I did

arrived at less by consultation than by intuition.

discuss it at an early stage with Peter Davey, Co-ordinator
Science

and

Engineering

Research

Council

(SERC)'s

of the

Robotics

Initiative, prior to designing my questionnaire.

2) JUSTIFICATION OF TOPIC SELECTION.

The first problem with selecting this topic was that I was not an
Most interviewees found it pleasantly surprising that my

engineer.
lack

of

mechanical

or

electrical

engineering

skills,

production

management experience, mathematical skills, or computing skills, had
not deterred me from being interested in the area.

As I explained to them,
learning exercise,
degree

of

I believe this thesis is primarily a

rather than a teaching one.

unfamiliarity

is

forgivable.

Thus a higher

Moreover

the

commmon

complaint against management research has been that
"it is aimed at justifying projects, rather than as
a tool for investment planning".
(Pringle, 1978 pp.65).
In other words, those with skills are rarely impartial.

I hoped that

my own lack of preconceptions would allow me to approach my
information impartially.

Moreover ignorance is too often cited as an
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excuse for delay in such dircumstances.

Porter

( 1980,

pp37 l)

remarks that
"If there is any common problem in getting industry
analyses under way, it is that researchers tend to spend
too much time looking for published sources•••••••
Published sources have a variety of limitations, like
timeliness, level of aggregation, and depth dependant on
industry age and rate of change".
The
There

second
is

a

criticism

risk

that

involves
each

the

interdisciplinary approach.

constituent

discipline

will

receive

inadequate attention, resulting in a shallow piece of research.

Also

the

and

11

choice

of

two

multi-facetted

restrictions,

"Assembly"

Flexibility 11, threatens to complicate the issue, rather than simplify

it.

Against

this

one

must

remember

that

there

are

risks

of

shallowness associated with specialism in any one particular academic
aspect, in that the threshold of contribution is that much deeper.
Moreover

specialist

narrow-mindedness.

theses

also

risk

Thirdly,

multi-disciplinary invention.

being

robots

irrelevant,
are

through

themselves

a

The technology to make them has been

around for years, but nothing happened, partly because individual
specialists could not see beyond their traditional horizons.

Now

robots exist, but it is the business specialists who cannot see the
wood from the trees.
a

To understand the significance to management,

similar multi-disciplinary approach is needed,

away

"trenches" of established research, to use Bailey's phrase4•

from the
Finally,

on a practical note, in view of the distance between my interiewees,
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the choice of an interdisciplinary theses would permit the use of a
broader

range of information,

giving some meaning

to many more

types of interviews, and so protecting the itinerant interviewer from
wasted effort.

The third problem is the question of non-availability of data, and
corporate secrecy.

The thesis could turn out to be guess-work, or

a menu of commonly available crumbs.

Alternatively, if the data did

exist, but was secret, the thesis would be innacurate.

These criticisms were serious, but surmountable.
empirical data is harmful to an M.Phil. thesis,
In this case,

but not intolerable.

it could to some extent be substituted by information

from similar and related fields,
that

A shortage of

like computers.

Moreover the fact

assembly robot prototypes and pilot studies are still largely

unfinished

was

one

conclusion

of

the

thesis,

and

not

known to be the case before the research commenced.
a last resort,

had the data proved inadequate,

definitely

Therefore, as

the research could

still have served as the springboard for a relevant report.
record
produce

it

could
an

make

of

interesting

the early uncertainty in robotics
background

for

a

more

The
would

literature-based.

thesis.

However
survey.

it

was

After

the

never

the

hospitable.

ambition

openness of

during topic selection,
Indeed

my

the

to
pilot

write

a

dry

interviews,

literature
conducted

I did not expect secrecy to be a problem.

international

robotics

field

proved

remarkably

Of course, like all High Technology, robotics has many

research and development secrets.
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But although assembly is at the

leading edge of the research, specialists were happy to talk about
Robotics has yet to be

it.

eager to discuss it.

11 sold 11 ,

and so those involved are still

Or perhaps the specialists are uncertain of

their direction, and need to talk their ideas through.

Finally I

would argue that of all investigators, a research student is the one
most able to pass between the camps of Scientists, Financiers and
Behaviouralists without provoking a climate of suspicion, in which
If anything, I saw myself, as a map-maker

information is withheld.
with diplomatic immunity.

This brings us to another aspect of these criticisms: that the
topic was not chosen by asking what needs managers perceive.
Dreaming up maps is no way to find specific management difficulties.

It is true that this research set out to test my arbitrary idea that
the flexibility of assembly robots is significant to management.

But

part of the fascination of the topic of assembly robots is that the
1

1 specific

management difficulties 1 1

alone stated.

The question permeating the field is

issues? 1 1 5 rather than
identify the problems.
wait

have not yet been implied,

11 What

are the answers? 11 •

1

1

let

What are the

The battle is to

As Porter implied (above), research tends to

for itself to emerge.

Management

If

Studies are to help

minimise the frictional wastes of change, they must be prepared to
be proactive.

Serving the needs of mainstream management, is of

course indespensible.

But sometimes the most serious needs are

indentified only by the silence that surrounds them.
management may be such an issue.
one's own issue to answer.
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Robotics in

If so, one is justified in picking

3) INTERVIEWEE SELECTION.

The

interdisciplinary

nature

of

the

thesis,

and

the

grave

difficulties of trying to design a postal questionnaire on a subject
w hich could not be researched in the literature,

or discussed in

great detail with my advisors, encouraged me to base my research on
This was supported by other advantages of the

personal interviews.
personal

interview

technique.

Considerably

background information could be scanned.

more

detailed

and

It would be possible to

see the results of interviewees' research "in the flesh", and thirdly,
newly-published material could be collected.

As

mentioned

above,

my

interviewee

word-of-mouth advice, and literature search.

selection

used

both

In this I was helped

by the personal papers of Mark Lee and Peter Davey (U.S. names),
and by Dr. Lepper at the Nomura Rearch Institute in London, and
Prof. Heginbotham at PERA for Japanese contacts.

The proceedings

of the BRA's 1981 Assembly Conference, conducted in parallel with
the robot exhibition at Brighton, provided other names.

Several major restrictions were made at this stage.

Most notable

was the decision to conduct no more interviews in the U. K. than was
necessary for the balance of the thesis.

Another was to avoid

interviews with robot makers or users who did not have a known
interest in assembly.

The third was

to proceed in a westerly

direction around the world, and reduce my interviews in America, in
order to leave some freedom in my time-table in Japan, and Europe.
All these restrictions were forced on me by practical considerations.
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The decision to limit interviews within the U.K. was made on the
understanding that there was no known indigenous robotic assembly
being performed commercially in this country at the time.

If there

England is low on the list of

was, it was not in the public domain.

robot-using countries (Fig. 0-2), although those robots we do have
We are also followers in

are spread more widely than elsewhere.

robot manufacturing technology, although the field was poineered by
our Molins System 23, and the work on the
at Nottingham University6 .

1

1

SIRCH 11 assembly robot

Consequently it seemed inevitable that

interviews should, for the most part, be carried out where research
expenditure and practical experience are greatest,
U .S.A. and Japan.
critics

can

approach

namely in the

A secondary arguement was that few British
the

domestic

robot

environment

with

an

international perspective, because they have been trained, at least
initially, within the environment to be remodelled.
contribute a new frame of reference for
assembly

robot

flexibility

within

the

For the thesis to

future assessments of

U.K.,

it

would

need

an

international basis.

The decision to avoid interviewing robot manufacturers and users
not directly involved in robotic assembly, may well have biased the
overall findings in favour of the subject matter.

In view of the

limited time available, a decision had to be made between questioning
those in industry who might well have no opinions on the subject,
and organisations behind the Robotic Assemblers, like banks, unions
and government organs,

which might indeed be involved.

The

decision was made in favour of the latter, depth of background, in
the hope of obtaining a more subtle management insight.
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The third decision, to proceed in a westerly directon, imposed
perhaps the most arbitrary restriction on the interviews.
would hopefully be learning

1

1

Since I

0n the job 11 , and interviews conducted

later in the schedule would be subject to my drastic development of
insight, I might sacrifice many of my impressive American contacts,
only to be more fluent, and more appreciative in Japan.

However,

since time and money dictated that each country be visited only
once, I decided that America should come first.

This would ensure

that my Japanese interviews, which were by all accounts notoriously
tricky, would not be held back by basic explanations.

By the same

token, I would be taught by the rapid-speaking Americans, so that
few if any of my American interviews would be wasted, particularly
after preparation based on the recent notes made by Peter Davey.

Secondly, I was assured that America held the technology lead,
so that I would be better equipped to judge Japan than I would be
to judge America, coming from the Far East.

Also my experience in

America would act as something of a passport in Japanese robotic
circles, where passports are important.

Finally, by flying west, I

optimised the unfortunate practical need for leaving some slack in
the final part of my trip, against unforeseen circumstances: because
Japan has the longest and deepest practical experience of robot use,
it is here above all that one should take time to seek background
attitudes at the banking, union and government levels.

I wrote to 11 American, and 25 Japanese individuals and groups,
requesting interviews, and suggesting dates.

After repeating some

letters, I received 10 U.S. and 15 Japanese acceptances (Fig. 1-1).
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FIG. 1-1. ASSEMBLY ROBOTICS INTERVIEWS, AUTUMN 1981.
U.S.A.: 9

3rd Sept
3rd 11
4th 11
4th 11
8th 11

8th
10th
11th
14th

11
11
11
11

JAPAN: 15
17th Sept
18th
19th
24th
25th
28th
28th
28th
29th
30th

11
11
11
11

11
11
11

11
11

1st Oct
1st II
1st II

ITALY

1

2nd

11

2nd

11

7th Oct

GERMANY 1
9th Oct

IBM YORKTOWN HEIGHTS, Dr. Grossman.
GE BRIDGEPORT, Mr Buda.
DRAPER LABS, BOSTON, Dr. Witney.
UNIV. RHODE ISLAND, Prof. Birk.
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIV., Prof. Sanderson,
Mr Miller.
WESTINGHOUSE, PITTSBURGH, Mr Csakvary.
GM, DETROIT, Mr Herman.
SRI, STANFORD, Mr. Park, Dr. Nitzan.
STANFORD UNIV., Mr. Salisbury.
AIST, TSUKUBA, Dr. Nakano, Mr Hashino,
Mr Nishiya.
HITACHI PERL, Mr Koho, Mr Takeda.
JIRA, Mr Yonemoto.
NISSAN, OPPAMA, Mr Sakamoto.
KA WASAK I HEAVY INDUSTRIES, Mr Toda,
Mr Owatari.
FIJUTSU FANUC, HINO, Mr Ito, Mr T.Inaba.
UNIV. TOKYO, Profs. Fujii, Inoue, Funakubo,
Yoshimoto.
LONG-TERM CREDIT BANK, Mr Machida,
Mr Takemoto.
DAINICHI KIKO, Mr Higuchi, Mr Tahada.
TOSHIBA MACHINE, NUMAZA, Mr Izumi,
Mr Manabe.
UNIV. WASEDA, Prof. Kato.
UNIV. YAMANISHI, Prof. Makino.
INDUSTRIAL BANK OF JAPAN, Mr Kikkawa,
Mr Yoshida.
NISSAN AUTO-WORKERS UNION, Mr Kosaka,
Mr Kaibara.
MITI, Mr Suzuki.
DEA, TURIN, Mr Salmeri.
IPA, STUTTGART, Dr Haaf.

One American acceptance proved,

in the event, impossible to

co-ordinate.

This was with the National Bureau of Standards in

Washington.

Apart from correspondence with the U.S. and Japan, I

also arranged several interviews in Europe, to give at least a little
flavour of contributions to the field from that quarter. In all letters
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of acceptance I enclosed a standard interview guideline, which would
be used throughout my meetings.

I also sent one to the British

Embassy in Tokyo, for translation into Japanese, but they advised
that this would not be necessary.
4)DESIGN OF INTERVIEW GUIDELINE
0 ne of the implications of the decisions to persue a low-database,
multi-disciplinary topic was that statistical analysis of a large number
of identical formal questionaires was not feasible.

There would be

few people who could either design one, or fill one in completely. I
also felt that security issues, and shortage of time would be more
Therefore, although a

pressing if I persued a set-format interview.
statistical

survey

would

have

revealed

patterns, I decided to rule it out.
the

reseach

was

required

to

very

interesting

Nevertheless a common core for

ensure

professional and national boundaries.

some

data

comparability

across

Comparability was also needed

to minimise distortions of the subject matter of interviews over the
six weeks of travel, due either subtle changes in the focus and
achievements

in

different

countries,

or

the

increase

in

my

background knowledge.

I therefore designed a two-tier Interview Guideline ( see Figs. 1-2
and 1-3).
debate,

The first sheet consisted of short list of areas for

with general questions relevant to each area; the second

sheet provided a comprehensive list

of technical headings, styled on

an engineering breakdown of assembly robot flexibility as it then
appeared to me.

The principle was to take the questions on sheet
••• Cont. p.31
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FIG. 1-2.

GUIDELINE USED DURING ALL INTERVIEWS ( SHEET 1).

YOUR EXPERIENCE
Is there a production line of assembly robots in your organisation?
Is there practical research of assembly robots in your organisation?
What proportion of your effort is directed to assembly robots?
What have been the constraints in developing and using your
expertise?

YOUR OPINIONS
Why did you get into assembly robots?
What future research into assembly robots do you plan?
Definition of assembly -Physical Properties
-Organisational Properties
-Its place in Manufacturing
Definition of versatility

-Variabi lity
-Versatility of Product Feature
-Versatility of Product Line
-Versatility of Function

How does a robot industry fit into a national plan?
How does size of company affect robot R+D?
Can robotic assembly ever be cost effective?

OTHER PEOPLES' THEORIES
Do you know of any other assembly robotics at present operational
or under research elsewhere?
What literature or papers do recommend on assembly robotics, and
around it?
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FIG. 1-3.

GUIDELINE USED DURING ALL INTERVIEWS. (SHEET 2).

Who made them? Numbers, Dates
Batch Sizes
Tasks
Environment: Palletts/feeders
Table/conveyor
Bin
Product Redesign ?
Mechanical Description:
Modular?
Grippers
Arms
Base
Power source; electric/hydraulic/pneumatic
Controls: waht? where located? supervisory computer?
Can it adapt to the task it is doing?
Sensors -Accuracy
-Throttle
-Force
-Complexity of Cycle
Software Description
Intelligence? Memory, sensitivity
Software versatility
Language. Do assembly tasks require special language?
Programming. Extracting unconscious skills
Support Staff
Designers: how many? in-house?
Programmers
Maintenance and repair staff
Production Rate
Actions per hour, value added per hour, and others
Life expectancy
Downtime
Costs
Software research and package design/purchase
Hardware manufacture/purchase
Maintenance
Profitability
Compared with human costs
hard costs
How much attributable to VERSATILITY?
other explanations?
Energy consumption?
Role of Government grants
Payback
Marketing
Behavioural
Indi victual
0 rga nisation
Society
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one,

and

run down sheet two,

By covering sheet 2 several times in

interviewee held an opinion.
each interview,

finding a response where the

each time raising a different issue,

I hoped to

explore the interviewee's knowledge of, and attitudes to my topic.
I do not claim perfection for these guidelines.

They make it clear

to the interviewee what information they are designed to extract,
and so are not neutral.

Similarly the guidelines may channel the

emphasis of interviews onto robot flexibility.

However, by including

the questions "What proportion of your effort has been directed
towards

assembly robots?",

"What have been the constraints in

developing and using your expertise?" and "Can robotic assembly
ever be as cost effective as hard automation?", the risk of distortion
was reduced.

Moreover, the thesis topic arose by a process of

induction, which required interviewees to be reactive, not proactive.
This argued for a vigourous presentation to secure a response.
One criticism of these guidelines can be made with hindsight, that
they do not follow the final format of the thesis.
this is also unrealistic.

While unfortunate,

Without a solid footing in the engineering

aspects of assembly robotics,

my research would have had little

credibility in the eyes of my interviewees, who were predominately
engineering

researchers,

laboratory-oriented.
have

because

Likewise,

the whole topic is still very

only a technical approach,

could

found the elements of the General Model for manipulator

flexibility;

and without this model, the task of conceptualising the

nature of assembly robot flexibility would have been very difficult.
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5) METHOD OF FUNDING.

The most important step at this early stage of the thesis was
secure sponsorship.

It proceeded in parallel with the posting of

requests for interviews with those selected above.
because time was short,

This was done

and it was easier to make a case for

sponsorship with a few interview dates already definite.

The need for sponsorship was three-fold.

0 n a conser vative

estimate, a trip around the world would cost some $4000, including
board and travel.

This was more than I myself was prepared to

invest in the thesis,

although I would have undertaken a trip to

Japan on my own account if sponsorship had not been forthcoming.
Secondly,

I needed official support,

particularly in

Japan.

In

America, Italy and Germany I could hope that my University would
prove a useful introduction; in Japan I wished to be sure.

Thirdly

I would need an organisation both in America and Japan to use as a
communications centre, where messages could be left, telexes sent,
and ad vice sought.

However I recognised that there were dangers for the thesis in
involving

non-academic interests.

My

independent

status

as a

student, so precious for gaining access to data, might be eroded.
Secondly,

the content of the thesis might be changed because of

sponsors, through loss of academic freedom, or through corruption
Thirdly, I risked spending time

of Management Studies methods.

and effort on reporting seperately to my sponsors on my return,
when I should have been concentrating on writing the thesis.
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The sponsors found were the British Technology Group 7 , and W.
Greenwell

and

Partners,

a

major

contributed $5000 between them,
requirements.

London

stockbroker.

They

while fulfillling all six of these

Neither would use information disclosed in the thesis

to harm the interests of those interviewed.

Neither wanted to

interfere, either with the selection of interviewees, the content of
the thesis,

or my timetable for the execution of the final drafts.

Rather their attitude on this score was to provide constructive
criticism and advice only where I asked for it.

Here, both provided

contacts which could be used as communications bases; Greenwells an
office in central New York, and the BTG a friendly reception at the
British Embassy in Tokyo.

Indeed the British Government link was

to prove a major advantage in Japan.

I was, for example, able to

have a business card printed in Japanese before leaving England,
naming the BTG as my primary sponsors, which went down very well
at the begining of interviews.

Needless to say, both my New York

and Tokyo offices provided invaluable anchors.
The only "strings" were that I should submit a copy of the thesis
to both sponsors, and that, after my Finals, I should write a short
circular on robotics for Greenwells.

To both I express my warmest

thanks for enabling me to undertake this task.

The

bulk

of

my travel arrange

ments

were

dealt

with by

purchasing a single TWA/Singapore Airlines around-the-world air
ticket for $1600.

I pre-booked what flights I could predict, the

crucial leg being the Pacific crossing.

TWA flights direct from the

U .s .A. to Japan were all fully booked.

At the start of the American

Air-traffic Controllers strike, trans-Pacific routes were more chaotic
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The alternative, delaying eleven hours in Hawaii, was

than ever.

slower and ran infrequently.

Nevertheless, I could not risk waiting

until I reached California: I bought a passage on the Hawaii route.
There was now a very definite date to leave the U .s. mainland, on
the evening of September

14th.,

which if missed,

would prove

prohibiti vly expensive to rearrange, and perhaps cause a serious
delay.

This limited severely my ability to add further visits to my
Other critical dates

U .S. itinerary as they suggested themselves.
were

my

Singapore to Zurich

flight

on October

5th,

and the

In the event all

beginning of the Oxford term, on October 12th.

went as planned until the Zurich flight was diverted to London,
causing me to miss my first interview in Italy.

6) LITERATURE SEARCH.
The preliminary literature search was conducted largely in the
press-cutting files of the

Oxford University Management Centre

(OCMS), and in the Science Reference Library (SRL) in Holborn,
London.
they

The press-cuttings proved particularly useful, because

offered

the

most topical

and

relevant

information

about

international developments in robotics, in a brief and readable form.
From there I graduated to the trade magazines, and the two Journals
of the BRA, "Industrial Robot 11 , and "Assembly Automation".

The

BRA also supplied a bibliography of relevant books, which I handed
on the the SRL,

for acquisition under their Copyright powers.

Later I gave a similar list to the Bodleian.
recent

Government

reports

on

new

The SRL held copies of

technology,

including

the

Ingersoll Report on Industrial Robots, and the ACARD report on
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Joining and Assembly.

Before I left, I was privileged to be loaned

personal papers by Prof. Heginbotham, Dr. Lee and Mr. Davey.

I

was also shown a portfolio of photocopies collected by Prof. Bownas
in preparation for his own trip to Japan, that Autumn.

During the field research I was able to collect a large quantity of
reports

and

conference

papers,

not

all

of which

were directly

relevant to this topic, but which I hope will stand me in good stead
In New York I commissioned three computer

for future reference.
searches,

which confirmed that there was no previous paper or

thesis on my topic,
related material.

although there was an abundance of closely

I decided that, in view of the length and status

of my research at present,

I should not persue this avenue of

information any further.

On returning to England I examined, in addition to these sources,
the comprehensive press-cutting files of the BTG's Robotics Section,
and the files on machine tools at Greenwells.

I revisited the BRA,

and made three further interviews, the first with Prof. Rathmill, at
Cranfield Institute of Technology, which has begun England's first
Masters course in Robotics;

the second with Mr. Monk,

working

with assembly robots at Lucas Development Laboratories in Solihull;
and

thirdly

a

telephone

interview

with

Grundy

Robotics,

of

Stonehouse, Glos., who have the Sankyo Seiki Skilam agency for the
U .K., which IBM has announced that it holds for the U.S ••
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7) INTERVIEW RESULTS.

The interviews were mostly very sucessful.

However, due to the

obscurity of the subject matter, the speed with which arrangements
were made,
interviews

and the tightness of the schedule,
were

with

the

wrong

person,

about one in ten

though

in

the

right

Due to the interdisciplinary focus of the thesis, I do

organisation.

not think it would be helpful to chart the exact contents of each
interview.

Furthermore,

one or two interviews were conducted on

the condition that they would not be quoted at all.

Consequently I

have made a few quotes that are not attributable, and which are not
academicly legitimate, but which nevertheless are useful in indicating
the context and "common currency" of the field.

My method of presenting interview results sewn into the fabric of
the

thesis

desired.

may

leave

some

form

of

further

authentication

to be

I propose to attatch a selection of interview transcripts in

an appendix at the back of this thesis,

which I hope will dispell at

least some of the doubts about the genuine nature of my quotes. I
also of fer a diagramatic representation of the assembly robot market,
showing the spread of of interviewees among the participating groups
(Fig.

1-4).

This shows that not only an international balance, but

also a disciplinary balance has been achieved.

Finally,

if

predominate,
Japan.

quotes

from

American

interviews

appear

to

it is no reflection on the value of my interviews in

Americans,

being

English-speakers,

quotable.
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are

simply

more

FIG. 1-4.
ORGANISATIONS ENTERING THE ASSEMBLY ROBOT
MARKET, BY BACKGROUND,
SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF
INTERVIEWEES PAR'flCIPATING IN THIS THESIS.
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8) DESIGN OF FINAL REPORT
The format of this report is intended to preserve the focus of the
thesis in a precise series of progressions.

The main body of writing

begins in Chapter 2 with the presentation and elaboration of the
General Model.

The importance of this Chapter is three fold: to

establish the technical credentials of the thesis and presents some of
the participants; to further clarify the intentions of the thesis; and
thirdly to provide the focal point around which we can discuss the
implications of ARF for management.

In the following three chapters, the significance of assembly robot
flexibility to managers is divided into three managerial perspectives;
production, personnel and corporate strategy.

Each of these three

chapters is divided into three levels of significance; operational,
Thus the diagnostc part of the thesis is

systemic and societal.

planned as a simple 3x3 matrix (Fig.
managerial

perspectives,

it

is

By emphasising the

1-5).

possible

to

draw

on

existing

discipline-based literature, to compensate for the lack of management
literature

grouped

specificly

around

the

technology

of

robots.

Within this matrix, the debate should remain controlled and relevant.

The concluding chapter will be able to draw on each perspective
of

the

matrix,

to

assess

the

significance

of

assembly

robot

flexibility.
There can be few theses in which the writer is confident that his
chapter sequence is ideal.

I echo Mintz berg's complaint ( 1979,

Introduction), that such inter-related subjects must be strung out
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in a single line 30,000 words long.
writing so difficult 1 1 •

11

Linearity is what makes all

Eventually I became resigned to using a

reductionist sequence, building the picture up from its elements,
although the theme of the thesis is that one should take a systems
overview

of

the

subject.

To

compromise,

I

have

adopted

a

methodology used by Hopwood 7 for measuring the costs and benefits
of work reorganisation programmes, designed to
1

We

1

emphasise the interplay between social, technical and
economic forces which itself constitutes the enterprise 11 •

have

subsections

also
11

imitated

operational 11 ,

his
11

terminology,

systemic 11 and

11

and

call

our

Chapter

societal 11 •

In a way we have put a framework over the whole spectrum of
management studies topics ( see Fig. 1-6) •

One can only hope that

the need for detail in building the General Model can be balanced
against the demonstration of the many aspects of its significance.
FIG. 1-5.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF
MAIN BODY OF THESIS:
1 1 Significance 11

by:

SYSTEM LEVEL

FIG. 1-6.
INTER-RELATEDNESS OF
CHAPTER PARTS:
(Arrows indicate conceptual
links between chapters) •

M operational systemic societal
A
N
A
Chapter 3: PRODUCTION
E
M
E

T
D
E
p
T

·········l········I·········
Chapter 4: PERSONNEL

·········l········I·········
Chapter 5: STRATEGY
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FOOTNOTES TO METHODOLOGY
1-"AUTOMAN 81".
2-"It is apparent that the evolution of basic scientific understanding
has a momentum of its own". Nelson and Wilder (1977) p.73.
3-"The knowledge gap between technology and the organisational and
management sciences is nowhere more apparent than in the implementation
of industrial robots. While robotics technology accelerates, our grasp
of management strategies for implementation lags behind". Clapp (1981)
p.39.
4-"The rate of survival for those who leave the trenches and venture into
No-Man's Land is not high". F.G.Bailey in "Morality and expediency:
the folklore of academic politics". Blackwell, Oxford 1977.
5-e.g. Prof. Birk (interview 4): "Frankly not much work has been done on
assembly robots that I know of".
6-For a paper on this see Heginbotham W B, Gatehouse D W, Pugh A, Kitchin
P W, and Page C J. Paper R9 pp.129-142 in Proceedings of 1st.
conference on industrial robot technology. FIS Bedford 1973.
7-pp.101-122 in Cooper and Mumford (1979).

CHAPTER 2

THE

NATURE

0 F

ASSEMBLY

ROBOT

FLEXIBILITY .

In the previous chapter we decided to explore an area of

considerable importance for management in the future, but with no

direct literature of its own.

In the metaphor of Bailey, this puts us

where the mortality rate is very high, in a No-Man's-Land between
well-entrenched existing bodies of research.

We do this wittingly,

in the belief that learning is an important function of this thesis.

This chapter proposes a heuristic General Model For Manipulator

Flexibility (PART A), a device to help distinguish the attributes of
different types of Flexibility (PART B), including Human Flexibility,

and Assembly Robot Flexibility (ARF).

In the next three chapters, we will discuss the significance of

this model for ARF, taking three user-management perspectives.

PART A: GENERAL MODEL FOR MANIPULATOR FLEXIBILITY •

. The definition of manipulator flexibility which we gave in the
Introduction was as follows:
The span of task variety which a manipulator,
or system of manipulators, can encompass.
The definition applies to humans, robots and dedicated machines.
To operationalise this definition it is necessary to identify the major
dimensions upon which flexibility can be judged.
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We propose that a

a manipulator's ability to change tasks rests on ten dimensions of
flexibility, some of which are at present incompatible with others.
The ten dimensions are shown below.
into

interrelated

Productivity, and

sets:
1

Flexibility

1 Progammability 11 ,

We will then seperate them
of

Dexterity,

Flexibility

of

(Flexibility of Program).

1) Number and FreeQ_orrJ. of Powered Joints in the Arm(s)�

To be

able to achieve any angle onto a point within the spatial envelope of
the manipulator from a given starting position, a minimum of six onedimensional joints is needed.

This is equivalent to two for each

cartesian axis: one movement along it and a roll around it.
angles

through

flexibility:

which

these

joints

can

swivel,

also

The

influences

for instance a manipulator such as a human, without an

infinite roll capability at the end of its arm,
screwdri ving,

will have difficulty

at least without feedback (Dimension 8).

Too many

joints on a manipulator may also imperil Dimensions 7 and 9.

2)

Range of spatial movement2�

limited

by

its

three

The applications of a robot are

dimensional

reach.

Other

dimensions

of

flexibility may be impaired as the boundaries of this reach are
approached, for instance Grasp (3), Speed (5) and Robustness (8).
Consequently,

the important performance criteria of accuracy and

load-bearing capibility may not be sustained throughout the spatial
envelope.

The size of the envelope depends on the length of the

sections in the arm(s) and also on the number and freedom of the
joints between these sections (Dimension 1).

If the manipulator has

a means of locomotion, e.g. human legs, its range is much larger.
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3)

The ability of a manipulator to accomodate

Range of Grasp Size.

different moved-:- object dimensions in its gripper, is another element
of its flexibility.

The human hand has some twenty two degrees of

freedom, giving it unrivalled range of grasp, for its size.
the usefulness of this is influenced by Dimension 8.
to

gripper

problems

follow two philosophies:

Much of

Robot solutions

one is to design

dedicated grippers that perform an exclusive task well, for instance
the

ten-pronged

{interview 20).

breast

cancer

dectector

at

Waseda

When multiple tasks are anticipated,

University
dedicated

grippers could be made as interchangeable and modular as possible.
The other solution is to design a "universal gripper" along humanoid
lines.

Work here proceeds from several motives, both industrial,

e.g. Stanford Universtity {interview 9), and medicinal, e.g. Tokyo
University {interview 15).

Other types of gripper which can be

versatile in different ways include suction pads, e.g. Universtity of
Rhode Island {interview 4), and bags of iron filings on the front of
electro-magnets {See also discussion of Cycle-Time in Chapter 3 ).

The capacity of a robot to perform different

4) Rigidity /Compliance.

tasks is affected by its ability to move rigidly and/ or compliantly.
Rigidity may be needed where a task like a force-fit is necessary, or
where a heavy tool, like a welding gun, must be held solidly and
precisely.

Compliance is vital where jamming or breakages may

occur due to slight inaccuracies, either in the work-piece or the
robot's position.
has

proceeded

{interview 3);

Work on passive compliance {not feedback based)
both

in

the U.S.

at the

and in Japan at Hitachi,
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Draper

Laboratories3

{interview 11) and the

University of Yamanashi

(interview 21).

The most sophisticated

approach is probably the Draper "remote centre compliance" device,
which works on the principle that jamming during insertion is due to
pivoting the object around its own axis, rather than its intended
axis once inserted.

However, criticisms of the Draper device are

that it may only work on cylindrical applications 4, and that being
attatched to the gripper, many are required, one for each gripper
(see Fig. 3-1 for picture and graphs of the RCC).

5) Speed of Movement.
types,

If a manipulator's motor functions are on/off

with only one speed then it's flexibility will be impaired.

Tasks will take longer to perform,
variable-speed motors,

because

by comparison with infinitely

they cannot be synchronised or

fine-tuned to other motions in their environment

(interview

1).

S uch a manipulator will also tend to jerk when accelerating and
decelerating,

which may damage its bearings over the long-term,

(Robustness, 7), and possibly the transported object as well.
present,

acceleration and deceleration of

more than 1 G.

prolonged periods will damage most robots (interview 6).

At
over

However

the SCARA design (interview 21) seems to tolerate more than this.
Jerky movement also militates against fine adjustment, so impairing
productivity and dexterity.

Maximum speed 'per se' is a more

debatable dimension of flexibility.

On the one hand,

even the

fastest robot cycle-times are not less than two seconds at present,
and that gives plenty of time for movement (interview 6).

But on

the other hand it is recognised that once one can get below a one
second cycle time, a new range of applications opens up, which were
previously the preserve of dedicated automation.
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6)

Power source.

The strength and subtlety of a manipulator's

power sources determines its load-raising abilities, its acceleration
and deceleration, and its maximum and minimum speed.

Very fine

variations in force may be necessary even when manouvering sizable
loads.

Also the type of power source,

pneumatic,

limits the range of

electric,

applications

Electric servo motors are fast,

of

hydraulic,

and

the manipulator.

clean and have recently become

Hydraulic power is most effect!ve for

competitive on price too.

achieving high forces at the end of an arm, with minimum weight,
but it tends to leak and cause a mess.

Pneumatic power is fast,

clean,

environments

and

spark-free,

for inflammable

like

paint

shops; but it is also inaccurate without a fixed stop to strike on 5 .

7) Robustness.

The flexibility of manipulators to perform in hostile

environments, like furnaces and paint shops,
robustness.

is limited by their

Humans are particularly lacking in robustness, which
In robots, much greater repetition can

impairs their productivity.

be endured, but constant acceleration and braking may cause metal
fatigue,

or wear down surfaces,

breakdowns.

eroding tolerances and causing

Robustness influences many dimensions of flexibility,

as an attempt to reconcile their differences, so that no one dimension
is able to destroy any other.
8)

Sensory

feedback.

Feedback

increases

the

ability

of

the

manipulator to deal with unexpected or random aspects of its task.
This has two effects on flexibility.

More variations can occur in the

system without the manipulator or the workpiece being damaged.
Secondly, the time needed for reprogramming is reduced, since it is
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not necessary to dedicate into the cycle of the manipulator a series
of precautionary steps, without which damage might occur.

This

leads on to greater productivity through faster and less wearing
cycle-times.
senses

Human beings use an extremely complex combination of

to

However,

compensate

for

their

lack

of

co-ordinate

memory.

while humans perform miracles of sensory scanning and

cross-correlation,

the data used is not as detailed as could be

available to a robot over any particular operating range.

The human

eye cannot detect infra-red light, nor the ear ultra-sonic noise, nor
the nose carbon dioxide.
narrower ranges.

Certainly, machine sensors tend to have

A force sensor for a robot wrist may be available

commercially in three types: sensing 1-10 grams force, 10-50 grams,
and 50-250 grams (interview 6).

But,

machine senors are easily

changed, for instance the sensors built into a gripper are changed
with the gripper, so that machine feedback, though often narrower
based than human feedback, is in some ways more flexible. To some
degree in robots, and to a very great extent in humans, sensory
feedback adds to the scope of many dimensions of flexibility.

9) Flexibility of Language.

The language used for programming the

manipulator influences speed of teaching.
like NEC's APT,
subroutines
instead of

and others task oriented,

triggered

1

1

Some are motion-oriented,

by

one

instruction,

like SRI's AL,
for

instance

1

1

with
Place 11

Go down 73 mm, close the gripper, move up 92mm•••• 11 •

Humans call powerful sub-languages

11

jargon 11 •

In robotics, the chief

determinant of language is the nature and complexity of the data to
be taught.

Assembly is an application where the data is complex,

and a special language for assembly may be needed to help overcome
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this.

Robot Language was discussed in interviews 1 and l l.

I

concluded that no general purpose assembly language was yet in the
public domain.
For example,

Neither task- nor motion-oriented language is ideal.
a worker imparting his skills to a robot, may need

motion-oriented control;

but task-oriented

(and CAD) support is
No such language is

helpful for maximum speed of programming.
available.

Eventually, operator-input may be eliminated, and robot

language replaced by an integrated computer language.

10) Flexibility of Programme.

The task variety of a manipulator

depends on· the contingencies forseen in its programme.
programme is only as good as its programmer.

A robot

If the programmer

does not want, or understand a dimension of its flexibility, he may
not impart it to the machine.

Also, many human skills are hard to

copy. It is theoretically possible that all human programme attributes
could be duplicated in a robot, but it is not possible at present.
One step to close the gap is some form of "computer learning" to
avoid data-imput delays (Mark Lee).
might

outstrip

humans

for

If that is achieved, computers

flexibility

of

programme,

because a

computer programme does not die, and so can continue to learn,
from

its own "experience",

generations of Hardware.

and that of others,

through

many

Leaving behind this rarified level of

speculation, one feature of machine programmes already makes them
in some ways more flexible than humans. They can tolerate more
repetitive environments,

and also some amibiguous ones,

human mind would be subject to stress.

where a

In the long-term, flexibility

of programme may prove the most potent and consequential of the
dimensions of flexibility which we recognise.
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I propose that these ten dimensions of flexibility can be drawn
into three overlapping catagories (Fig. 2-1),

each catagory being a

sub-set of the nature of manipulator flexibility.

The way that all

three areas overlap, reflects the interdependant nature of many of
the dimensions.

Credit for elements of this diagramatic represention

goes to Prof.

Makino

(inter view 21),

who showed me a brief,

three-part conceptual framework of robotics (Fig. 2-2) which he had
used in formulating the design criteria of his SCARA robot.

My ten dimensions of manipulator flexibility fall into the three
catagories as follows:
Dimensions

1

(Spatial Movement)
(Degrees of Freedom)
(Grasp)
(Complianee)

are intrinsic
elements of
DEXTERITY

Dimensions

5

(Speed of Movement)
(Power)
( Robustness)

are intrinsic
elements of
PRODUCTIVITY

Dimensions

8

(Sensory Feedback)
(Language)
(Programme)

are intrinsic
elements of
PROGRAMMABILITY

10

When we say

11 intrinsic 11 ,

we mean that these dimensions primarily

influence these respective catagories of flexibility.

However,

we

realise that our distinctions could alter under some circumstances.
For instance, if Dimension 4, Compliance,

were to become "active

compliance", in other words functioning on sensory feedback rather
than mechanical reaction,

then it would rate as Dimension 8, an
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FIG. 2-1. TEN VARIABLES OF
F LEXIBILITY REDUCED TO A
MODEL.

FIG.
2-2.
MAK INO'S
1980
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK.

Productivity

element of Programmability. Nor am I entirely happy about ommitting
Computer Power as an eleventh dimension of manipulator flexibility,
intrinsic to programmability.

I understand that a simple 16 bit

microprocessor is more than adequate for processing sensory input
f or a fast assembly robot, and if this is the case, there is little
need for powerful processing capacity at the robot level.

Whether

the power of the host computer of an integrated assembly system can
fairly be called part of the manipulator's flexibility is doubtful, since
so little of its attention is devoted to the manipulator.

One last note of caution concerns the similarity between this
General Model, and Makino's conceptual framework.

Prof. Makino

m ay have meant Programmability when he used the word Flexibility in
his diagram.

However, when he explained his ideas to me that was

not my impression.

I believe he was using flexibility to mean

"floppiness", or more accurately selectivity of compliance, as in his
statement that SCARA (Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm) is
a

11

PF 11 robot, meaning productive and flexible (i.e. compliant).
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PART B. ELABORATION OF GENERAL MODEL.

Our model for manipulator flexibility requires some illustration.
Flexibility is recognised by most robot salesmen as a major feature of
their product.

However,

they have no means of quantifying it.

Indeed the flexibility of a robot has been viewed as a conceptual
The reason is that

Gordian Knot by those who have dealt with it.
11

Flexibility 11 means many things to many people, as we have just

seen with the problem of Prof. Makino's use of the word.
to
11

fall

in

the same basket of immeasurables

It seems

as "Morale" and

Information 11 , an undeniable, but indefinable force in business.

In the past, elements of flexibility have been modelled, at MIT
( the Cosmos Project), PERA, and at the Draper Labs, for factory
layouts, and mixes of robots and people.

But

functions,

rule

flexibility

interview 8).
ambitious.

is

still

judged

by

1

1

in terms of utility
of

thumb 11

(SRI,

Consequently my intention to model flexibility seemed

At Carnegie Mellon University's Robotics Institute I was

given some pointers, but warned that a full insight was a long way
off.

SRI agreed that an understanding of flexibility was vital, but

that no one had it.
11

At Hitachi I was told that

S0 far we haven't found any good answers. Actually
almost always we are discussing this problem in our
laboratory. We find it difficult to convince the
managers of the factory to use robots, because they
can't evaluate the flexibility of the robot system 11 •

Hitachi had suggested at one stage that the measure of manipulator
flexibility might be Man himself, as 100% flexible.

We agreed that

this was too limited: Man's ability to accept changes is sometimes
very small.

Clearly a definition of flexibility was needed which was
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larger-than-human in its breadth of dimensions;
Professor

Makino1 s

definition

(which

inspired

and larger than

me),

which

takes

flexibility as a lower-order concept, partially excluding dexterity.

Having decided on a larger-than-human model, the next problem
was to represent all the dimensions that emerged.

Some elements

were complementary, others substitutes under certain circumstances,
and still others mutually exclusive.
represented

on

ten-dimensional
problems of

a

Such complexities could not be
1 1 cube 11

three-dimensional

one,

if

only

weighting,

because

measurement,

graph,

or

even

a

that resurrected the same
and aggregation into a few

meaningless numbers, which had arisen with the Hitachi proposal of
using Man as a standard of 100% flexibility.

The solution we have taken is to group our three concepts of
flexibile

dexterity,

overlapping sets.

productivity

a minature replica of the workings of the

which may have been what

counselled caution.
flexibility,

a

into three

We thus abandon the attempt to make a model of

manipulator flexibility,
world,

and programmabliity,

was envisaged by those who

Instead we present a model for manipulator

heuristic

device

for

understanding

conceptual

relationships within the design parameters of a manipulator.

Across these overlapping sets, we present individual manipulator
designs

as

straight lines.

This

is

perhaps

an unconventional

modification to treatment of Venn Diagrams, but is done in order to
show the different trade-offs between the three areas,

forced on

manipulators by the present constraints of engineering.

Straight
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lines will obviously not suffice for ever: they reflect the failure of
present robotics and Artificial Intelligence (AI) to produce the sort
of manipulator found in Science Fiction,

an "omni-flexible" device,

with very high capability in all ten dimensions of flexibility.

The

most

management,

important

step

for

evaluation

of

significance

to

is to place the human manipulator within the model.

This may seem an attempt to measure man by mechanistic standards;
in particular,

to call man's "programmability" the same as that of a
We will make a small detour, to

machine seems a large presumption.

justify equating man with machines in this respect.

The

first

model

somewhat wayward,

of

man

in

Industrial

uncallibrated machine,

Psychology

was

"of

a

economially motivated ••• 11

However, "The perception of man as a machine was

( Cherns pp.27).

severely shaken by the failure of the women who replaced the men in
the Royal Ordnance factories in the First World War to do twice as
much work in sixteen hours as they did in eight" (Ibid. pp.27-28).
By

1923

Capek

had

written

his

futuristic

melodrama,

11

R.U.R. 11,

around the concept that "The human machine, Miss Glory, is terribly
imperfect.

It had to be removed sooner or later" (R.U.R. pp.42).

Since the end of the 1920s

Social Science has triumphantly shown

that

underqualified,

Man

is,

factory work.

in

fact,

not

but

for

The manipulatory functions of man have been found

to be only a small part of his full emotional,
nature.

overqualified

Consequently,

social and political

for Man to perform repetitive manipulations

in an environment deprived of emotional, social, and political stimuli
was bound to be disasterous for his sanity, and productivity.
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Yet I do not feel that the concept of man as a machine has really
been destroyed, merely that he has been shown to be infinately more
sophisticated than the present limits of engineering permit.

The

recent leaps in electronic computational power have caused research
into AI (Artificial Intelligence) programs which has confirmed these
suspicions.
unsettled

I do not propose to be drawn into the detailed and
debates

affirmations that

11

of

AI,

but

will

merely

quote

some

recent

minds exist in brains, and may come to exist in

machines 11 (Hofstadter and Dennet 1981 pp.382), to support my case:
11 Psychological

phenomena very commonly said to be
unsuitable to computational concepts, so lying
outside any area open to AI-colonisation, include
consciousness, creativity, emotions, moods, and
motor-skills•.••Consciousness (can) be illuminated
to some degree if not completely demystified, by
thinking about the relevant data as being generated
by computational process. And elsewhere I have
defended the relevance of the computational point of
(Boden, 1981 pp.84).
view in each of the other cases also 11 •

or again:
1

1

Could a machine think? My own view is that only a
machine could think, and indeed only very special kinds
of machines, namely brains, and machines with the same
causal powers as brains. And that is the main reason
Strong AI has had little to tell us about thinking,
since it has little to tell us about machines. By its
own definition it is about programs, and progams are not
(Searle J.R. 11 Minds, Brains and Programs 11 ,
machines 11 •
pp. 372 in Hofstadter and Dennett, 1981).

Accepting these observations as evidence of

support for our

notion that Man's programmability can be used in the same context as
that of machines, where should he be placed in our model?
of

the

line

should

be

in

11

programmability 11 ,

outstanding area of human manipulator flexibility.
the line should be placed in

11

dexterity 11 •

since

this

One end
is

the

The other end of

A human manipulator's

ability to cope with different volumes, weights, shapes and materials
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( both rigid,

floppy and liquid)

However,

is unsurpassed.

abilities in productivity dimensions of flexibility are limited.
delicate

and

comparison.

tires

Against

easily.

a

machine

Therefore the line indicating the

there

his

He is
is

no

nature of human

flexibility runs between progammability and dexterity.
By contrast, the hard or dedicated transf er line automation for
assembly,

which has been been available since the 1950's, has no

flexibility of program, or of dexterity.

It

is designed to assemble

one product to very high levels of productivity,
scrapped when the product is changed.

but must be

Consequently we draw its

line wholly within the Productivity sub-set, as shown in Fig. 2-3.

Our model now shows the wide gap between the two manipulators
previously available to management.

So the question remains of how

to close it.

As I see it there are three possible design solutions

offered

programmable

by

assembly

FIG. 2-3. MAN AND 11 HARD 11
AUT OMATION PLACED IN THE
MODEL.

machines.

One

is

to

FIG. 2-4. PROGRAMMABLE
ASSEMBLY MACHINES PLACED
IN THE MODEL.

----

Programmability
�

Programmability
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build a robot, as in science fiction, which is a machine modelled on
man.

Such an approach favours an anthropomorphic design for

dexterity, with at least six DF per arm, combined with plenty of
sensing to keep up with the risk of aberations and faults in the
assembly environment before jamming occurs.
be drawn, as shown in Fig. 2-3 labelled

Thus the line would

1 1 T3 11

This solution is

•

represented by such dexterous robots as the Cincinnati Milacron T3,
the Unimate PUMA, and others.
The second solution is to adapt existing
programmable, in other words

1

1 firm 11 •

II

hard II automation to be

Such machines are capable of

performing a family of very slightly different tasks, with a range of
dexterity that is so severely limited that it is barely flexible at all.
Such machines might be wire-winders; or circuit-board assemblers,
pushing thirty different types of dimensionally identical components
down into identically sized program boards,
sequence.

Such

1

1 firm 11

but in programmable

automation falls as a line ( 11 firm 11) between

productivity and programmability, barely touching dexterity.

The third style of robot has yet to be recognised internationally,
but I believe that it is on its way, with a first manifestation in the
form of the SCARA-based robots now being made by at least five
different Japanese companies, and also sold by IBM as the

11 7535 11 •

This robot has only four degrees of freedom, and so is not very
dexterous, despite its selective compliance.

But it is also extremely

fast, very robust, and very cheap, giving it excellent productivity,
while also being compatible with all sensor and other advances in
programmability.

Such a robot falls along the line
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11

X 11 in Fig. 2-3.

It is this last "design philiosphy 11 which I believe holds the key

to assembly manipulator flexibility.
not contradict this,

Evidence from my field trip did

although it did not conclusively confirm it,

mainly because I only found the spoor at the end of my journey, and
so could not discuss it with the vast majority of interviewees.

During the course of my interviews, disturbing sights had kept
re-emerging.

GE had no installations of assembly robots to report;

but I put this down to the managerial difficulties associalted with
assembly
Chapters).

as

a

robot

application,

( discussed

in the next

three

At GM a huge and wonderfully dexterous Cincinnatti T3

was crashing back and forth in a test to see how fast it could
handle parts.

It looked about to smash itself, or the concrete floor

beneath it. Hitachi admitted that they were having to cut down some
of their sixDF robots to four DF in order to sell them.
Kikoo sparkled with rows of dexterous robots, unsold.

Dainichi

Not until I

put my hand on the low-dexterity SCARA robot in the laboratory at
Yamanashi University and felt it move so precisely, with so little
vibration,

faster than a human arm could follow,

did I begin to

define the problem.

As I see it, the dexterity of a robot is an alluring trap. It is
attractive to robot makers, firstly because the robots of fiction are
modelled on humans,

and roboticists follow suit,

trying to match

human dexterity; and secondly because a dexterous robot promises
to be applicable in many different markets,
design changes.

without any serious

Dexterity is thus a maker-benefit, in that it raises

potential sales, without extra design or production effort.
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Considerable dexterity is a user-benefit, where robots are applied
It is expensive,

to tasks which are physically dangerous.

and

indisputably anti-social to have humans do these; tasks like welding
and spray-painting.

The human has done them in the past because

it was the only way,

but with little pressure for productivity,

because the safety aspects were crucial.
elaborate dexterity.

The focus was on his

Conseqently the dexterity of the robot is the

primary consideration.

Not only are such applications easy to justify

to

they cause

a

workforce,

but

the

least disruption

to

Quite correctly they form,

manufacturing surroundings.

their
at the

moment, the main type of robot application.

But in the vast majority of potential robot applications, the human
is being replaced because he does not have a mechanical type of
productivity.

Robots in such cases will be used in fairly predictable

environments, and their task will change little over their life-time.
The emphasis is on a blend of the programmability and productivity
dimensions of flexibility, not flexible dexterity.

Here our model is particularly useful.

Certain dimensions of

flexibility conflict with others, at least under the present state of
technology.

For instance,

both human and robotic elements of

programmability, like sensors and 'software', are vunerable in hostile
environments

like

acid-baths,

paint-shops,

and

cold-stores.

Consequently, their presence will reduce the scope of Dimension 7,
Robustness.
incompatible

Similarly,
with

aspects

elements
of

of

Dexterity

Productivity.

If

are

sometimes

a

mechanical

manipulator has a large reach (Dimension 1), and many Degrees of
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Freedom (Dimension 2), it may be vunerable to its own inertia under
accelleration/ decelleration, and damage its bearings: or if not, it may
take longer come to a dead halt after stopping, because of residue
To overcome such threats to productivity the robot can

vibration.

be built more ruggedly, but then it may lose some of the dimensions
of dexterity.
problem:

it

The Human arm is a classic demonstration of the
is

mechanical-style

both

light and

dimensions

of

reasonably

fast,

productivity;

but lacks

endurance

supply, fabric and sensors under heavy repetition.

of

any

power

As Skinner puts

it (p.32):
11

A given stage of technology defines limits of what can
be accomplished. For instance, no one today can design
a SOO-passenger aeroplane that can land on a 'carrier
and also break the sound barrier".

I suggest therefore, that one should not be comparing assembly
robot

flexibility

with

other

robot

features,

quality, or improved labour conditions;
of flexibility, not alternatives to it.

like better

product

such features are attributes

They enter into the calculation

of the blend of flexibility that is required.

This

suggestion

interviewees.
flexibility.
to

was

never contradicted by the comments of

I proposed to each, four conceptual levels of assembly

The first level, "Variability", was defined as the ability

tolerate

very

slight

product

modifications,

for

instance

circuit-board components, as is available in firm automation.

in
The

second, "Versatility of Product Feature", was pictured as "a change
from short pumps to long pumps".

This is the level of Japan's

Flexible Manufacturing Complex Project, (Toshiba, interview 19), to
assemble

only

machined

metal

products,
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of

l -10cm3 •

Indeed

versatility of product feature is the standard research goal for robot
assembly systems the world over.

The third level, "Versatility of

Product Line", was viewed with considerable caution.

Westinghouse

agreed that once their APAS Project, building 250 different styles of
an electric motor on the same system, was completed, they might
indeed switch it over to:
1

1 For

example industrial relays, using the same system,
but changing some of the dedicated equipment, like
process things. The product itself does not resemble
an electric motor at all, but the assembly tasks are
very similar".

No doubt in a few years this third level of change will be more
common-place.
of change,

However, what is never envisaged is the fourth level

"Versatility of Process 11 ,

for instance putting robots

previously used for assembly onto welding.
of it being done anywhere.
market.

It

No one has ever heard

This has two implications for the robot

means that an assembly robot will use only a small field

of dexterity during its life, the field being delineated by its product
f amiliy.

The second point is that general purpose robots sold on the

basis that they can perform welding, painting or assembly, are in a
very dangerous position, falling between several stools.

For this reason I see the recent trend towards
robot arms, as suspect.

It

11 Modularity 11

in

stems from the inadequacies of general

purpose robots; and it rests on the assumption that buyers will pay
more for a plug-together device that is more application-specific,
while keeping the option of Versatility of Process.
some of the arguements for modularity,

I do not dispute

that it is desirable for

maintainence, and operator training, to have all the same robots in
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and that likewise each robot should be capable

one particular area;

of all the tasks in the area, to facilitate line-balancing; also that
work-surfaces

and

conveyors

should be standardised,

for easy

alterations6 .

What I do dispute is that assembly robots must be

slower and more expensive because they carry the capability, never
utilised, to be spot-welders too.

In Witney's words, (interview 2):

"That is like making airplanes to fly by flapping their wings".
Confirmation

for

my

arguements

comes

from

two

of

the

most

The first was Fijutsu Fanuc,

experienced of my interviewees.

builders of the first operational "unmanned factory" (interview 15).
They were actually having doubts about level 3 systems:
"We can make a flexible system to assemble both motors
and clocks, for example. It's technologically available.
But in a factory we have to earn a profit. We cannot
imagine making a clock and an electric motor in the same
assembly line.
The management could never be so flexible.
Not even Hitachi or Matsushita, who make both these
products, would mix their assembly like that".
A very similar comment was made at the Ministry of International
Trade

and Industry

(MITI,

interview

24),

sponsors

of

Japan's

prestigeous Flexible Manufacturing Complex:
"The spare capacity will be expensive if the system must
be flexible without highly intelligent manipulators: but
highly intelligent manipulators are also expensive. This
is a very big problem for us. To be economic, we have to
limit the flexibility".
This was strong comfirmation for the suggestion of the General
Model, that Dexterity is a luxury that assembly robots can ill-afford.
It throws the weight of attention onto the choice of assembly family
which the system will concentrate on.

Making this selection was

clearly very significant for future success, both for the machines
and perhaps even the company over the next few years.

The choice

was causing concern at the most senior levels of the organisation.
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A firm buying assembly robots should be able to say which
families of parts it is expecting its system to assemble, and optimise
the choice around these.

It should at least be able to narrow its

focus down to a field that allowed some economies in the robot.
However, Prof. Rathmill at Cranfield Instsiute of Technology noted
that similar statements had once been made about lathe design,
notably one in Holland, where a low-budget short lathe, capable of
80% of the operations done on a long lathe, made no impression on
the market, and had to be withdrawn.
comparison.

I feel that this not a good

A factory management team which does not know the

sort of products that it will be assembling in four years time, will
have great difficulty finding an application with enough value-added
in the assembly stage to justify the expense of the general-purpose
system they would need to keep their options open.

Our General Model provides at least some basis for managers to
focus

their

dexterity,

assembly

robot

system

around

a

minimum

level

of

so avoiding a perpetuation of the age-old gap between

productivity and programmability.
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3-See e.g. "Scientific American", 1978, no 238, p 82,
4-Makino was not convinced of this when I put it to him,
5-See the article in "Industrial Robots International" Vol 3, no 3, p 4,
( Feb. 1982 ) .
6-At SRI "We're telling people that since they are in the batch-production
business, and have this problem of periodically reorganising your
assembly line, you want to make that as easy as possible, So you want
things that can move around easily".

Chapter 3.

SIGNIFICANCE

TO

PRODUCTION

M A N AG E M E N T.
Our model for manipulator flexibility has shown the variables to
be considered in manipulator design for assembly.
The type of
flexibility required for assembly, we have argued, anphasises those
dimensions contributing to productivity, rather than human-level
dexterity.
However, if management is to choose between such
dimensions, an understanding of their wider significance is needed.
In this chapter we present the importance of Assembly Robot
Flexibility for the production function of an organisation, defined by
Wyld (pp.3), as "the design, construction and operation of
production systems".
We do this, as proposed in Chapter l, by
taking an Operational (Part A ), Systemic (Part B), and Societal view
(PartC).
The two chapters following this will of fer different perspectives
on the same issue, one for personnel management, and the other for
strategic management.
Some of the systemic implications for
production management will be closely tied with operational
implications for personnel management.

PART A.
OPERATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ASSEMBLY ROBOT FLEXIBILITY.

This Section of the Chapter discusses the two benefits of robot
flexibility

which

are of most significance to the

hour by hour

performance of robots under an assembly system manager's control.
They stem from the adjustable nature of the manipulator.
manipulator

is

optimally

adjusted
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to

suit

its

When a
task,

several benefits occur.

In assembly, the primary considerations are

1) consistency of quality, and 2) shorter cycle time.

Production quality (1) is notoriously difficult to define, and we
shall avoid doing so, beyond saying that it is basicly interchangeable
with consistency.

Inconsistant standards of assembly result either

in few sub-standards products, but average quality that is too high;
or in too much sub-standard work, which entails more manipulator
breakages, or work-piece breakages, or quality control rejects, or
more products returned by customers.
to materials wastage in all applications,

Inconsistancy is equivalent
where a badly adjusted

machine requires more than the minimum necessary to do the job. In
welding,

for instance,

extra thickness of metal sheet might be

needed for a successful weld;

in painting, extra quantity of paint

might be needed for the sprayed surface to be coated.
cycle

time

consequently

(2)

Slower

entails less through-put per machine-hour,

less

utilisation

overheads per unit.

of

capital

equipment,

and

and

greater

Thus short cycle-time is a production benefit

of flexibility, in that it allows a manipulator to be more productive in
a task for which it was not specifically and very carefully designed.

1) SIGNIFICANCE FOR QUALITY.
In

our

conceptual

framework,

consistency

Productivity and Programmability dimensions.

falls

under

both

Which of these two

features predominates in achieving consistency, is again the subject
of much debate.

Partly it depends on the statistical costs of various

sensors and manufacturing tolerances, which we do not propose to
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catalogue. Partly it depends on the family of applications envisaged,
the respective prices of the dimensions of flexibility.
main,

one

can

conceptualise

the

debate

Programmability and Productivity features.

as

But in the
one

between

One method of achieving

consistent quality is to have a manipulator that is mechanically very
Such a manipulator will move its end-piece through exact

precise.

locations in space

(within

0.1 mm),

movements with very little disparity.

and can recreate the same
Alternatively a manipulator can

achieve consistency even where its own phyiscal structure is to low
original

tolerances,

feed-back,

or

is

worn,

by

and passive compliance.

means

of

active

sensory

Thus there are two seperate

and independantly credible philosophies of manipulator design, each
exploiting what could be regarded as the predominant feature of a
robot;

one stresses precision, the other sensors.

0 ne camp believes that the

There are several standpoints.

usefulness of an assembly robot is due to its physical accuracy,
which

is

not

available

in

human

operators

without

feed-back.

Proponents of this feature say that the present style of assembly
line

requires

sensors

for

re-orientation

of

the

parts

and

subassemblies at every stage, because of the way humans operate,
with purely sensor-servoed accuracy.

In fact, say these people,

orientation of parts need never be lost: instead of shipping and
storing parts in bins,
pallets.

they can be held in racks,

magazines and

( This camp we shall call the "palletisation group", to use

the jargon of the industry).

They forsee robot assembly performed
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entirely by prediction of where all parts are to be found, and in
Palletisers argue that losing

what orientation they will be lying.

orientation is a laziness which manufacturers can no longer afford.
After all,

parts are almost always very precisely oriented at the

moment when they finish being fabricated; so why shouldn't they be
stored that way, so that they are ready for the assembly machine,
It would be cheaper, and possible to

be it dedicated or robotic?

implement immediately, rather than having to wait an indeterminate
number of years on the off-chance that cheap, robust, reliable and
accurate sensors will come along.
have

to

be

redesigned

difficulties faced by

II

for

Moreover,

mechanical

since products will

assembly

anyway,

the

dumb", but accurate assembly robots can be

considerably reduced by product redesign, using chamfers etc ••

The second group is the "Passive Compliance" camp, where most
of the original Palletisers now reside.

This camp recognises that

orientation is very hard to store (interview 19).
of the statistical certainties of assembly,

Likewise, it is one

that mildly mis-shapen

parts will slip into the system to cause trouble: it costs too much to
keep them all out.
expensive

to

Uncertainty will also occur because it is too

produce

manufacturing tolerances.

an

assembly

robot

beyond

certain

These tolerances are high, but when one

is mating a piston into a cylinder, for instance, even the slightest
inaccuracy

or tilt,

will cause jamming.

uncertainty as unavoidable,
wil1take

Compliantists thus see

causing breakages and jamming which

valuable seconds to be cleared by even the most alert

attendant.

Consequently, they concentrate on absorbing the threat,

using "compliance devices",

springing joints placed in the wrist
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of a manipulator, to imitated the "wiggle, slide, poke, and push"1
performed

by

human operators doing the same assembly.

The

original compliant device was the Hitachi "Hi-T II hand, which was
universally sprung.

More recently a much improved version has

been developed by the Draper Laboratories,
has compliance about a remote centre.

(Interview 3),

which

To recap; the device is so

sprung, that, when a corner of an object to be inserted catches the
lip of the hole for which it is intended, the forces applied to that
corner are distorted,

so that they do not tilt the part about the

point of contact, which would often lead to the part entering the
hole at such an angle that it jammed, but rather pivots about a false
axis,

at

a point projected

down into the

hole

(see Fig 3-1).

This Remote Centre Compliance Device is now commercially available
to US

firms.

Its price is high,

particularly considering that it

constitutes part of the gripper, rather than part of the robot, so
that many are required, and all are under-utilsed2; but it is the
only available solution, because •active compliance•, based on sensors
is immature3.

The third camp believes in a mix of palletisation, compliance, and
the restricted use of sensors.
grippers and their work-pieces,

They believe that robots,

their

are normally too delicate and too

expensive to be exposed to the risk that something might be wrong
in the assembly environment.
assembly,

They argue that such risks are

inevitable

in

because

of

the

involved,

each of which is unlikely to occur,

II

nest

of

contingencies"

but which,

when

combined together, make it probable that something will go wrong.
Also, stoppages on automated equipment are costly, and should be
carefully

avoided.

In

order

to
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achieve

this,

some

sensory
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1

1

REMOTE CENTRE

force and torque sensors in the wrists,

feed-back is needed:

dynamometers, proximity switches, all designed to govern the robot's
motors,

overriding

accident.

its

programmed

instructions

to

prevent

an

Here again another arguement for some sensing emerges;
Robots are not, of course

that of safety towards human beings.

anywhere near the Artificial Intelligence level where they might
require the first of Asimov's Three Laws of Robotics 4.

But they can

be dangerous, as shown in Japan last summer (RNI Jan. 1 82), when a
man jumped a saftey fence and was crushed to death by a Kawasaki
Unimate arm.

At the

Human safety can be increased using robot sensors.

other

end of

the

scale

from the Palletisers,

is the

sensor-based camp. This camp is frequently mis-understood, in that
its aims are sometimes the long-term extension of the limits of
scientific expertise per se 5
sales,

or

the

useful

and

(Interview 3),
immediate

rather than lucrative

assistance

of

production

Being set on a rather different mission, these people

management.

are prepared to spend large sums to develop systems which can only
operate

in

laboratory

conditions,

require very lengthy programming.
which,

though extremely versatile,

conditioning is turned off.
as impractical,

since

which

work slowly,

which

One example is a vision system
reputedly fails when the air

It is unfair to critise these developments

they may well lead one day to industrial

applications or derivatives.

Some of the ideas,

University ten-fingered breast cancer detector,
alien;

or

but where assembly is the requirement,

like the Waseda
may seem a little
"it pays to have

sensing and checking for every action that you can" (Interview 8),
and many different sensors will be needed to achieve this.
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The main area of sensing research is vision.

Robot vision comes

in several forms; as a simple beam between the fingers of a gripper,
as a plane of intense light, angled to a camera, or as a scanning
eye.

Observers commonly over-simplify production line decisions on

assembly robots into a choice between pallets and full scanning
vision.

Each represents a perfectly tenable emphasis on one robot

feature, and will take millions of dollars of investment before its
practical cost can be assessed.

Of all areas of my thesis, this

conflict really needs the judgement of an expert -- although most
experts are very involved, and may be biased.

Certainly this one

issue dominated the inter views that I conducted,

although I was

looking for evidence that would indicate management perspectives
other than operational production.
Vision is very suited to assembly applications, because it can
help with parts orientation.

It is fast, solid-state, non-contact,

variable-zoom, and easily redirected.

For instance it could perform

dimensional inspection of parts down to very fine tolerances, in the
process of identifying them.

The technology is already there:

different lighting facilities, including laser 6 ; increasing pixel density
on video-cameras for better resolution ? ; and cheap computers,
manipulate the data imput from the cameras.

to

All that is lacking are

the algorithms8 for converting complex images into identi fied parts
with

identified

orientations.

Once

this

is

done,

they

say,

palletisation will be shown to be wasteful, as was always probable
anyway, considering the costs of: lifting up-stream parts quality,
purchasing

thousands

of

dedicated

pallets,

(forgetting

e. g.

multi-purpose adhesive pallets), shipping or storing the air-space in
the clearances between each palletised item 9, buying robots accurate
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enough to hold the required tolerances during the assembly process,
and programming them to cover every contingency of error during a
cycle,

so that they do no damage.

assembly is long.

The list of advantages for

For painting, yes, there are problems keeping the

spray off the lens; and there were occasions when the robot stopped
spraying because the work-piece was no longer visible behind the
clouds

of

But these are relatively minor errors,

paint.

moreover one which assembly does not face.
assembly

applications

inconsistent lighting.

face

hazards

mainly

and

Vision systems in
from

vibration

and

The vibration can be overcome by mounting

the camera seperately; the lighting can be regulated.
Such details are beneath the Palletiser, who points to the Fanuc
'unmanned' factory at Fuji,

which has one un-lit shi ft,

energy; but the debate is serious enough.

to save

In our General Model it

is rationalised as the mechanical engineers favouring productivity
features

for

programmability.

consistency,

and

the

programmers

favouring

Somewhere in the middle are the practical men who

want to see the job done with the most economic mix of what is
available.
Ultimate! y these issues will influenee a production manager's
approach

to

quality

control,

either

prevention-based

or

inspection-based, which in turn af fects robot design, leading either
to

well-engineered robots

with high inherent

cheaper robots carrying costly sensors.

accuracy,

Either way,

or to

if assembly

robots can sustain consitency, it will allow production to balance its
system, so reducing rejects, and raising customer satisfaction.
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2) SIGNIFICANCE OF CYCLE-TIME
Robotics is attractive for its mixture of 20th. Century laws of
electronics and 18th.
moves,

Century Newtonian Physics.

When a robot

the nano-second world of the computer is constrained by

gravity, inertia and momentum.

It may be delightful to the layman,

that a computer which could process more digits in a second than he
could in an hour, cannot sort away Sunday's washing-up as fast as
him.

But it only indicates the poverty of knowledge about designing

and programming robots, even at the most elementary level,

the

robot's cycle of movement.

Such constraints are important because in assembly cycle time is
the production manager's fundamental unit at the operational level.
If cycle times are fast, throughput is high.

not.

If they are slow it is

Throughput determines deli very speeds, capi tal tied with work

in progress, and machine utilisation calculations.

It is consequently

one of the foremost elements in any assessment of an assembly
applicatiom for robots.

Also to achieve a level of work-rate that is

demonstrably faster than a Human Being remains, to observers, one
of the most convincing arguments for the introduction of assembly
robots; and winning the support of those involved is critical for the
success of such installations (see Chapter 4 B).

Cycle-time poses

challenges elsewhere in production management, on parts feeding,
parts stocking,

and product design which were not posed before

because the assembly function was done by humans,

whose low

productivity and high dexterity gave assembly management different
pre-occupations.

Such challenges can result in radical changes.
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Sheer speed between points is only a part of cycle-time.
can also be shortened by 1)

Times

taking a shorter path between the

points in space where the parts are, or by moving the parts closer;
2)

by redesigning them so that they require fewer degrees of

freedom for assembly, need less precision; 3)

by keeping down the

"tool change time" to "real assembly time".

ratio of

be done by a multi-tooled robot hand

(DEA,

This last can

interview 25),

or

perhaps using a bore-hole gripper, with a common bore-hole in all
parts (makes parts expensive, and is not always accessible).

Indeed

cycle-time

is

influenced

Programmability is involved, because of the

flexibility in our model.

need for speed of decision-making.
program,

Elements here are nature of

sensory feedback to sustain quality and shorten cycles

(see above), and language.
dexterity
the

by all of the elements of

may

result

arm-sections

discouraging,

will

in

Dexterity is also an issue:
a

slower

affect

for instance,

cycle

acceleration

time.
and

The

surplus
mass

deceleration,

of
so

the mounting of drive-motors at the

extremities of a manipulator. Joints will also contribute extra mass,
and probably vibration as well, after the motors have halted; also
joints will be wnerable to damage if accelleration or decelleration is
too severe.
Thirdly, the Productivity dimensions of our model of manipulator
flexibility contribute to cycle-time.
determines
damage.

how

much

stress

The robustness of the design

it can tolerate

repeatedly

without

The power-source poses limitations on cycle-time, both in

terms of energy output,

and in physical attributes like weight,
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precision, and cleanness (hydraulics, for instance, tend to leak).
They

Three fields of engineering theory influence cycle time.
will recur in other sections and chapters of this thesis.

The first,

Parts Modularity, is no new-comer to production management.

It

involves a simple theme which we explain by illustration, with the
example of a screw.
cost

less

The cheapest screw for a particular job may

than others because it is slightly shorter, weaker etc••

However, because it can be used in only one application, its real
cost is much higher.

It must be bought in bulk; and stored for

long periods, so tying up interest-paying capital; and found when
needed,

which takes time;

and

fed especially to its particular

destination, which takes more time, and dedicates more resources.
All of these costs could have been a voided if a slightly more
expensive, general purpose screw had been chosen.

Parts modularity leads to faster cycle-times both by reducing the
the number of feeders, and the number of grippers, that a robot
must switch between in order to complete a cycle.
are

undesirable

because

they

waste

time:

Gripper changes
secondly,

gripper

magazines tends to clutter up the work-space, restricting movement
of the robot arm, and removal of completed assemblies;
likelihood
11

thirdly the

of a failure increases with each addition to the cycle:

More than four parts feeders in one assembly station is
just asking for trouble 11 • (inter view 6)

As we have already seen, tool-changing can be designed out of an
assembly, but each of the methods has its own costs and benifits ll ,
which should be considered with the particular application in mind.
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The second area of engineering theory applicable to operational
aspects

of

theory.

management

of assembly systems,

Assemblability

means

suitability

is

11 assemblability 11

for assembly

by

the

Assembly has traditionally been done by

manipulator available.

humans, who have such sophisticated, sensor-servoed dexterity, that
designers

have

not

had

to

worry

unduely

about

assembly.

For this reason, assemblability theory has only emerged

with the development of assembly by machines.

design

for

When a robot

manipulator is chosen for assembly, normally to gain productivity, a
boundary of assembly capability descends, and as we saw, Fanuc
and

MIT!

are

both

very

concerned

about

defining

this.

Westinghouse explained part of the problem:
"An interesting example is the electric typewriter.
When you look at it, no way can you say the product is
similar to an electric motor. When you look at it from
an assembly point of view, there's very little difference.
You have to feed these parts, orient them pick them up,
place them to a specific position, do some operatic n like
pressing, very similar to electric motors. Maybe some of
the tooling is different, but the components are really
the same. An APAS system that could do one could do the
other. The real difference comes if you switch from
bulky pieces to sheet, for instance". (inter view 6)
There are computer assemblability models available for dedicated
assembly machines, but these have not persued the intricate problem
of defining 'families' of parts, requiring similar assembly techniques,
because a dedicated machine will only ever be involved in one
product.

Consequently, "hard" assemblability has concentrated on

features like closed-looped springs.

The only

II

soft" assemblability

models that I have heard of are: one at Hitachi, which they are no
longer licencing outside the organisation;

one prepared by Dr.

Boothroyd at the University of Massachusetts, and one starting at
Salford University; I believe there is also one available at the IPA in
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Stuttgart (Interview 26).

The third theoretical field applicable in this area is Parts Mating
Technology.

This subject has been pioneered almost exclusively by

the Draper Laboratories in Boston (Inter view 2),

and approaches

assembly of the product from a more general design perspective than
assemblability theory,
manipulator.
occur

which is based in the capabilities of the

Parts mating theory studies the precise events that

during

successful

and

unsuccessful

joining

of

parts.

Successful assembly performed by humans is particularly hard to
analyse, since the human moves fast and operates a force-feedback
guided search, of which he is frequently unconscious.
has concentrated on non-pliable materials,
include plastics.

At present it

but now is moving to

We have already dicussed the Draper Labs Remote

Centre Compliance Device which is the chief embodiment of their
research to date.

It attempts to prevent jamming during tight-fit

parts mating, by permitting lateral realignment of the held part,
while tilting not about the point of contact but about a remote centre
projecting ahead of the manipulated, part.
mating theory aim to reduce the frictions,

Other areas of parts
forces and

alignment

intolerances generated during the insertion process itself.
An important aspect of parts mating theory is that its benefits
are not confined to robotic assembly.
between the parts of any assembly,

By examining the relationships
it can propose modifications

which will reduce cycle-times and raise through-put.

Indeed there

have been occasions when application of parts mating theory has
rendered

proposals

for

introducing
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assembly robots

no

longer

economic.
it

The one criticism of the Draper Labs'. research is that

concentrates

too

much

on

cylindrical

parts

mating;

but

as

pioneers, their failure to be all-embracing is natural.

Several of the issues that we have raised here lead to questions
and

implications

section.

For

for

consideration

instance,

the

at

a

higher

sensor/palletisation

level

than

conflict

determine the design philosophy of the entire system.

this
could

Cycle-times

that are totally synchronised still require a level of buf fer-stocks
between the stations of

the system.

Quality control

which

is

performed in-process, casts doubt over the need for down-stream
inspection.
make

Tool-changing during a cycle suggests that it would

little dif ference i f

the cycle itself

were changed between

cycles, opening the way for small-batch production.

Assemblability

theory requires that the families of products that are envisaged as
being assembled in the system, be stated by top management, and so
on.

With such questions in mind, we proceed to a systemic level of

debate.
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PART B. SYSTEMIC SIGNIFICANCE TO PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT.

This section of the chapter discusses the impact of assembly robot
flexibility on the three main systemic concerns of assembly system
management, 1) system layout, 2) economic lot-size, and 3) system
support.

System Layout depends on what might be termed "assembly system
philosophy", a concept which· we will consider, but cannot do full
justice to until the end of the thesis, since it involves personnel and
strategic considerations found in Chapters 4 and 5.
subject of a computer model designed by Prof.
PERA,

Layout is the
Heginbotham at

and also in America at MIT and the Draper Laboratories.

Economic

Lot-size

is

traditionally

seen

as

the

length

of

production-run which optimally balances the costs of holding the
finished products in storage until they are sold, with the benefits of
low unit cost achieved by maximum utilisation of the production
system.

However,

as we shall see,

assembly robot

flexibility

drasticly changes the nature of this trade-off; a different method of
system

evaluation

maybe

necessary.

System

Support

involves

integration of stock-control, product design, robot maintenance and
clerical functions with the robotic assembly system.

First

we

production

shall take
function

a

short

within the

over view

of

the

state

organisational system,

background to this systemic level of consideration.
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of

the

to give a

The manufacturing function of firms has come under increasing
pressure during the last ten years.

Skinner (p. 15) notes pressures

outside the organisation, and from within.

External pressures from

competitors, both domestic and foreign; from the Government; the
Public;

customers and shareholders; requiring

faster deliveries,

shorter product life-cycles, more drastic product changes, cheaper
product changes,

better quality,

and more "special",

designated items.

And Internal pressures:

customer

less easiliy attributable

costs, overloads of paperwork, and the fact that:
"managers in many industries have been forced to try to
produce a product while it is still being designed".
From such symptoms, observers detect a crisis in manufacturing, one
to which the characteristics of mass-production ( Fig. 3-2) are unsuited.
FIG. 3-2

CLASSIFICATION OF TYPES OF PRODUCTION.
I MASS PRODUCT_IO�,

Unique
Intermittent
Production

'BATCH PRODUCTION'

Pure
Continuous
Production

JOBBING
PRODUCTION
Degree of repetitiveness of operation.
Among

the

Skinner are:

out-moded
long runs;

features

of

mass-production listed

by

stabilised engineering designs; concise

product lines; repetitive operations by each worker; and industrial
engineering

based on breaking

jobs

down into

parts.

These

seemingly inevitable features of low-cost manufacturing, are therefor
identified as the cause of its plight.
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Yet they were originally

of primary importance.

Academics may say (Ibid):

"The mistake of considering low costs and high efficiency
as the key to the manufacturing is typical of the over
simplified concept of a "good manufacturing operation""·
But there remain problems for production managers who find that
productivity still lies along the lines of Scientific Management laid
down by Gilbreth and Taylor over 50 years ago. This is true, where
the need for programmability, however small, has kept human labour
an essential factor of production, so that, no alternative to Taylorian
fragmentation has been found.
Assembly is one area where criticism of systemic inappropriateness
rings true, but where cost-effective alternatives have been hard to
find.

I

would argue

that this

Programmability and Dexterity.

is

because assembly requires

This means using a high proportion

of human labour, which, as the General Model has shown, does not
have

the

productivity

flexibility.

dimensions

of

mechanical

manipulator

Production managers then face a dilemma.

In order to

enhance the productivity of the human manipulator, it is necessary
to reduce the complexity of the task involved so that i) it is not
physically

exhausting,

concentration.

and

ii)

it

does

not

require

sustained

But jobs designed thus, to increase productivity,

neglect the human•s resources of programmability.

The problems of

boredom, low motivation and factory stress then arise, reflected in
falling output volumes, sliding quality, high workforce turnover, and
on occasion,

sabotage.

Attempts by consultants to reverse this

trend, and humanise the work-place, have been hampered both by
management fears that it will not be worth ul, and by the fact that
average employee expectations have risen over the years in line
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with attempts to raise satisfaction,

so that little overall gain in

productivity is achieved.

The dilemma arises because there has been comparatively little
development of assembly machines.

As Witney put it (interview 2),

"The fabrication steps (in manufacture) have a
much longer history of automation, largely because
people cannot accomplish them with their bare hands.
If you take the four parts of forging, machining,
assembly and inspection, the progress is all in the
first two".
Combined with the high cost of computer power,
1966 this has retarded development.

at least until

Certainly, management has not

adopted as many traditional assembly machines, compared with manual
assembly levels, as shown in Figure 1 of the ACARD report on "The
Impact

of

Robotics

and Automation"

( 1979).

Perhaps this was

because of the need for better up-stream quality control, which we
have

already

observed

is a

problem

for robotic assembly too.

However, the main cause was the dedicated assembly machine's type
of

manipulator

flexibility.

High

productivity

is

achieved

by

sacri ficing human programmability.

Bearing these background factors in mind, we now evaluate the
systemic significance to production of assembly robot flexibility.
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1) SIGNIFICANCE OF A. R. F. TO SYSTEM LAYOUT.

The assembly function of a manufacturing organisation is related

(interviews 2

+

24) to other process areas as follows:

L_J- L_J- L_J- L_JForging

ASSEMBLY

Machining

Inspection

Within this simple sequence, the layout of assembly systems poses

a problem for production management.

mass-production

assembly

line,

using

The traditional choice,

manual

labour,

thought from action, and fragments tasks to achieve:

a

seperates

reduced tool

duplication, reduced tool-changing time, reduced need for skills and

training time, reduced need for concentration, and reduced need for
space.

Such systems have typically looked like this (Motor Car

Assembly, 1913): 2

LJ-LJ-UULJ-LJ-

Chassis

Wheels

Stee1ring / Drive-train I Bo�y

I

PJts Sub-assembly

PJs

I

�wpJ.

Lights

Sub-assembly

Nowadays such systems are attributed with hidden political and

social intentions;

we shall discuss these claims in Chapter 5.

For

the moment we take the desire to increase productivity at its face

value, as a system that expects the paced conveyor to work equally
well with a man or a dedicated machine.

w orkers'

tasks

on

assembly

Indeed the fragmentation of

lines places an
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entirely mechanical

interpretation on the abilities of humans.
this,

That Man is not suited to

and will produce diminishing returns over time under this

layout, is reflected in studies dating back to the 1 93 0 1s3 .

These studies have led to arguements that such plant layouts are
inadequate on economic grounds.

The possibility of a failure in one

section of the line places the entire flow at risk.

Consequently it is

necessary to hold buffer stocks between stations, to smooth out the
disruptions.

These buffer stocks are an extra cost of the system,

not only because they require storage space and administration, but
also because they slow down cash flow, and raise working capital.
A not her diseconomy of line-type manual assembly systems is that
they make it difficult to alter the volume of production without
disrupting the whole system 4,
line s .

Thus a stepped unit price curve is created, causing frictions

to growth.
product

or building a completely seperate

is

the ability to alter product mix and
system

must be

disrupted simultaneously, which is both costly and risky.

Finally,

the

range

Additionally,
limited,

human brand of

because

the

whole

flexibility demands that workers be given

variety and responsibility in order to motivate them to achieve high
productivity over sustained periods6 .
In an attempt to reduce these dis-economies, different assembly
layouts have been suggested.
autonomous work-groups,
complete product.

0 ne solution has been to create

each responsible for the assembly of a

Such breaks with tradition ahve been widely

reported?, notably by FiatB, and another by Volvo at Kalmar9.
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The resulting system has more duplication of tools,
space, and reduces the real productive time per man.

needs more
On the other

hand, product quality increases, due to greater worker identification
with

product,

better

social

contact,

lower

workforce

turnover

( Theory Y), and simpler tracing of sub-standard work (Theory X).
Another benefit is the ability to change production mix by altering
the product assembled by individual groups, without disturbin9 the
workflow

of

management

others.
to

change

Whether

this

production

individual groups is less certain.

extends

volume

by

to

the

ability

of

hiring and firing

Perhaps if the number of groups

was reduced by natural wasteage, rather than by group closures,
the changes would meet with workforce co-operation.

The pattern of

assembly cells might be as follows:
PARTS

PRODUCTS

PARTS

PARTS

L

PRODUCTS

PARTS

L

_J�JL�
_J�JL�
L:J LJ �
L:J LJ �
���

I

���

I

I

PARTS�--- ----PARTS PARTS--,.____

---PARTS

Hopwood quotes Butera ( 1975) on such a scheme at Olivetti:
To achieve the production flexibility demanded by the
increasing complexity of the model mix ••• the organisation
had to be such that it would not be necessary to redesign
and rebalance the assembly lines every time a variation
occured. The ideal solution was a "cellular" organisation,
that could provide the increase and variety of production,
merely by adding new organisational units, rather than by
making the assembly line longer or shorter".
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A second proposal for manual assembly line layout, leaves each
individual worker responsible for an entire complex assembly or
Such a system has been adopted by the new Fiat

sub-assembly.
engine

assembly

plant at Rivalta,

assembles a complete engine.
duplicate tooling,
However,

where each

assembly

worker

Here the costs in terms of space,

and time wasted changing tools is very high.

the benefits gained

from increased

quality,

increased

worker satisfaction and increased flexibility of product mix and
product volume are considerable too.

Indeed the number of varieties

of engine produced simultaneously in this one plant is l lO.

As in

the autonomous work-group layout, overall the productivity of this
•one man, one product• approach, is considered to be as high as
conventional line
parts

handling

systems.
system

Whether it would be so if the entire

were

not

run

by

co-ordinating unmanned electric pallet-trollies,

a

large

computer

is another matter,

and reflects the first benefits of machine programmability emerging
in assembly.

Although non-line assembly systems result in more satisfaction for
employees, who regard such benefits as profit of a kind, the margin
of direct financial profit is unchanged.

This is because the highreal

productive time of the machine-paced line is no longer possible, and
resources like tools, and space are less utilised lO.

However, the dilemma evaporates with the onset of assembly robot
flexibility.

This combines the mechanical-level productivity only

approached by humans in the assembly line,
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with the benefits of

programmability and dexterity released by humans in the two less
mechanistic assembly systems.

This is because the robot can change

cycles almost instantly within its immediate assembly 'family',
permitting a range of products to be accomodated.
four

different operations it can perform,

If

so

each robot has

drawing on different

grippers or feeders, and a range of dexterity within each of those
operations,

the total number of

automatic machines required to

complete an assembly is greatly reduced.

Thus a 'soft' assembly

system can undercut its 'hard' counterpart on small batch costs.

It

also means that the traditional line in assembly is no longer

necessary

to

achieve

mechanical-level

productivity.

With

hard

automation, the only way to build in the ability mix products on one
assembly

line

was

to include more

transfer

devices

than

stop at some,

were
and

required on the line,

and have product A

product B

Machines on such lines could only be passed

at others.

twice under special circumstances; for instance where several parts
were stacked in a repeated sequence during one assembly, say in
the assembly of heavy-duty electrical resistances.

Then a rotary

index table might be used to carry the assembly round and round
between the devices dedicated to each part.

The prospect of identical flexible assembly robots gathered round
a carousel significantly changes the concept of layout.

Where any

one robot can easily do any four tasks, the potential for precise
line-balancing is tremendous.

This may be a while coming, but

already SRI is advising clients to lay "Ethernet"-type cables in their
factories,

as inter-robot communication links,
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to reduce cabling

costs:
1

1

You run the cable anywhere you want in the factory, and
thereafter you have the choice of whether you have
heirarchical organisation, multiple networks, loops,
token passers, or whatever you feel is appropriate 11 •

This may be some way off still.

GE propose to use their Allegro

robot on existing assembly manual lines, where their programmability
will be used less than it would be in a 1 work-group1 configuration of
robots.
of

This is done because the constraints on rapid introduction

the new

realistic.

technology

However,

are too great for

Westinghouse1 s APAS,

anything else

to be

and Flexible Assembly

Systems concieved at Hitachi both use a looped conveyor to allow
several tours of a part through the system.

Hitachi talked about a

system where some of the robots themselves were mounted on a
looped track, so that they could pick up sub-assemblies from other
systems, and work on them as they transported them.

Witney summed it up with the following:
1

1

Whether you make one robot that puts all ten parts
together, or whether you make ten robots that do one
part each, is often directly influecned by the through-put
that you need. If you need only enough units per year
to occupy one robot over that year, then you set up one
robot to do the work. But if you need twice or three
times the production, the you redestribute the parts and
feeding, because that is essentially unchanged 11

The critical remaining question is the level of through-put required
This is not only

a

function of exploiting the benefits of non-linear machine layouts.

It

to justify automating the assembly function.

also depends on the importance of A. R. F. to assembly batch size.
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2) SIGNIFICANCE OF A.R.F. TO BATCH-SIZE.

"Batch-size" is the term used in the industrial assembly function
to indicate the length of production run between product changes.
A run may range in length from one, into millions: batch-sizes of
one are common in the building trade,

where a house may be

indi vi.dually designed by an architect, and built by a highly trained
team.

Batch-sizes of hundreds of thousands are common in the

assembly of small consumer durables, where dedicated automation is
easy to justify,

because the product will not change often,

for

instance biros, or light-bulbs, and economies of scale are critical to
Batch-size

competiveness.
administrative

sense,

where

is

not,

therefore,

used

in

an

costs may be stepped at di fferent

groupings or allocations of products, e.g. a ream of paper.

Batch changes may be more or less physical, or integral with the
assembly process.

The change from red ink to blue ink in the biro

is not a physical di fference from the point of view of assembly, but
it is a batch-change, in that it requires a lead-time to obtain the
new coloured pen-tops,

ultimately reflected when the system is

stopped to reload it with them.

A human manipulator is so quick to

reprogram his cycle to select the relevant coloured top for the pen,
that he might not consider any batch-change to have taken place.
But the process of sensing and deciding will still have taken a
moment.

Elsewhere lead-time is far more evident between batches.

In the automobile industry, old assembly lines have to be removed,
and new ones installed, involving closure of production for several
months.

The link between lead-time and batch-size is important
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for the significance of
management.

If

Assem bly Robot Flexibility to production

lead-times are long and expensive, batches cannot

be changed for long periods, until the switching costs have been
However, if switching costs are low, the batch-size can

recovered.
be low.

The other element in economic batch-size is cycle-time.

If

cycles

between lead-times are very fast, proportionally longer lead-times
can be af forded.
dif ferent

concepts

emerged.

Taking these two influences together, some very
of

what

represents

"Batch-production"

have

Westinghouse and Toshiba, making electric motors and

p umps respectivel y, consider a batch to range from 1-30 units.
CMU on the other hand, quoted anything below 200,000 units as
b atch-production.

SRI, stated :

"There are of the order of 1,000-10,000 products in a
batch, and then you rip your assem bly line apart,
reassem ble it, and make 5-10,000 of a dif ferent batch 11•
Makino prefered to work back from cycle-times:

given a cycle which

repeats the same action ten times, say screw-driving a lid onto a
product, where each screw takes 2 seconds to drive, the robot's
total cycle will be 20 seconds.
40,000 lids

In one month it can screw down

( lOhours per day, 25 days per month).

At such

through--,put a robot can tolerate 5 batch changes per day, and stil l
make several hundred per batch.

If

you want a volume nearer 1000

per month, then the the cycle time per unit is about 100mins.

Even

with individual movements of 30 seconds, which is very laborious for
a robot, it stil l means that there are 200 tasks per cycle, which
means one is talking of a sop histicated multi-tool robot.
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Humans also have lead-times, but they are very different to
dedicated machines.

For a start, any training which an organisation

gives a human must be considered a sunk cost, since the human is
always a free agent, and able to leave the company at short notice,
taking his training with him.

Then again, the lead-time required by

a human is very difficult to place a time value on.

Learning Curve

theory shows that they continue to move closer to an hypothetical
optimum of machine-type productivity for a considerable period after
repetition has begun.

However, if neglected, human skills can also

be forgotten, so that a lead-time will again be needed to recover the
previous productivity level, even though the

tasks are similar.

0 ver the duration of a task, trained workers may leave, so that
others must be trained up.

Robots do not entail such costs.

The lead time costs of robots are easily calculated, because the
maintenance team do not need retraining, and the costs of retooling
the peripherals is easily attributed.

Likewise

"Writing all the software for a new APAS application is
probably only $10,000 11 • (Interview 6).
Nor does the software deteriorate over time, so that it can be used
again

after

curve.
permits,

several years,

without

needing

any

fresh learning

Thus old product lines can be remounted whenever demand
so

long

as

the

necessary

peripherals

are

still

present.

The gap between Man and dedicated machine in our General Model
reflects Man's status as a variable cost, and the machine's as a fixed
cost.

The unit costs of manual assembly are fairly well fixed,

whereas dedicated assembly machines have a diminishing marginal
unit costs as utilisation increases, at least in the short and medium
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term.

They are

Assembly robot unit costs lie between the two.

fixed, in that they have a set price, so that if utilisation is raised,
unit cost falls.

But they are also variable, in that the robots can

be transf erect onto other tasks, and may well have a high resale
value on the open market.
incrementally,
varia ble.

the level

If the number of robots is thus variable
of

throughput can

become a

The benefits of rapid cycle change,

strategic

and flexibility of

layout, combined with a lower initial price than hard automation,
result in marginal unit costs of assembly reaching a low plateau at
an ea rly level of batch size.

At this stage, assembly robots of fer

lower unit costs than alternative methods of assembly. (Fig. 3-3).
Fig. 3-3.
CONCEPTUAL COMPARISON OF
ASSEMBLY OVER DIFFERENT BATCH-SIZES.

UNIT

COSTS

OF

MAN

Average
unit
cost
of
assembling.
(not
to scale).

ROBOTS
FIRM
DEDICATED

Batch-size, not to scale.
This area exists where batch-size is small, but activity is high,
so that several batches are to be handled consecutively on the same
equipment.

It may be, if the assembly organisation is ephemeral,

intending to cease operations when the batch is completed, then Fig.
3-3 might not apply.

But in the vast majority of applications, where

the batch to be assembled will be followed by other batches, the
robot's superiority on unit cost over small batches will occur.
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The calculation of the number of batch-changes facing a machine
can be done on the basis of number of batch-changes per annum.

A

cam-operated transfer machine, based on the Building Block System
(BBS) concept, can be reset as often as 50 times per annum.

A

free-flow assembly system can have up to 100 model-changes per
annum.
of

However, for minimum stock-piling, and optimum smoothing

demand and line balancing Japanese industry is at present

operating at four model changes per day (Prof. Makino).

Toyota's

Kanban production system requires 1000 batch-changes per annum.
If even one such batch-change were needed in a dedicated assembly

system it would have to be scrapped.
machine

ties

the

production

Thus the dedicated assembly

system,

and

organisation to a large economic lot-size.

indeed

the

whole

ARF's effect of low

lead-time costs was reflected in a diagram drawn by Prof. Makino,
adapted in Fig. 3-4.

It shows that assembly robots, while lacking

productivity, offer considerably better productivity than the nearest
price-equivalent competitor in small-batch assembly, the human.
FIG. 3-4. MANIPULATOR ATTRIBUTES.
RELATED TO PRODUCTIVITY.

Economic
Batch-size

C

ECONOMIC

A=Transfer machine
B=Rotary Index 11
C=In-line Indexing
D=Free-flow Autom.
E=Robot
F=Man
G=?Desired?

Productivity

Dexterity
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LOT-SIZE

It

is

worth

remarks,

that

applications.
robotic

remembering
assembly

Nobody

assembly

once

again

robotics

is

still

knows how many

system

accrue when it is used,

will

be

in

used,

conclusion

unrealised

times
or

the

to

in

these
tactory

flexibility of a

exactly

what

benefits

because there are few control experiments

available to show compari tive costs.

Indeed the flexibility of the

system may be used far more once it is installed and conveniently
available,

than is really necessary.

The benefits of being able to

respond to speci fic customer requirements in a short time,

and of

handling a much broader range of applications, are more part of the
Strategy Chapter than of this one.

3) SIGNIFICANCE OF ARF TO ASSEMBLY SYSTEM SUPPORT.

Several areas of the production system,
the

assembly

flexi bility.

function,

must change

The upstream quality of

adjacent to or servicing

to accomodate assembly
parts may

be af fected,

stocking and ordering system may have to change,
products

and

their

parts

may

be

af fected,

robot

and

the

the design of
the

factory

maintainence and machine attendants' role may change.

O f these four fields,
discussed.
by

II

the first, quality control, we have already

The costs of up-grading parts tolerances for assembly

dumb" robots is carried,

to a greater or lesser degree, by the

benefits of improved product consistency:
unit

cost,

fewer

rejects,

fewer
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faster through-put, lower

returns

from

customers

under

guarantee,
these

and consequently a better marketing image.

benefits

may

all

be

available,

without

the

However,

accompanying

knock-on costs of raising quality up-stream, when vision systems are
In this case, it would be wasteful to shake up the

commonplace.
suppliers,

including outside sub-contractors,

or to scrap valuable

dedicated plant simply because it cannot hold tolerances adequate for
1 1 dumb 11

assembly

robots.

Likewise

palletisation

to

preserve

Such issues

orientation would be seen to have been a side-show.

must be resolved at a strategic, rather than production level.

Our
system,

second

support

area,

the

parts

stocking

and

ordering

is affected to the extent that it must keep up with the

rapidly changing requirements of the small-batch assembly system.
0 n the one hand the stores must
changes of system task;

not be a bottleneck to rapid

but on the other hand it is too costly to

hold large un-used stocks to ensure instant availablity.

An early

solution is the computerisation of stock control and stock ordering,
for without this, the personnel requirements of the Stores becomes a
major cost of introducing the system.

The CMU project showed that,

of firms that did not have automated inventory control before buying
a robot, at least half have since bought one.

Assembly, being the

more sophisticated application, might raise this figure much further.

A more advanced solution would be to link the stock control
computer
computer.

to

the robot
Such

control

computer,

via a general

factory

a computer would be informed of all batches

ordered, issue parts requisitions from stores,

and programme the

flexible assemly system to put the parts together as they arrive.
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Where the parts were not in store, the senior ( 11 host 11 ) computer
would re-balance the manufacturing schedule, and issue orders to
the

parts

manufacturing

sub-contractor,

while

section,

also

either

informing

internal

the

Sales

or

an

outside

Department

that

delivery would be delayed.

This sort of Computer Aided Business is conceivable where a solid
grounding in computer-assisted decision-making exists already in
several parts of the organisation.

It entails a general database,

which includes details as diverse as instructions for robot assembly
of products, individual personnel security clearances, and customer
mailing lists ll .

As Fig. 3-4 shows, it is the logical extension of the

trend

pan-organisational

towards

computer

support,

which

has

accelerated since the arrival of cheap microprocessors.

FIG. 3-4. STAGES OF COMPUTER SUPPORT IN THE
MANUFACTURING ORGANISATION.
"integral business system"
1
II Action Aids 11
1 information
custodians 11
Full linked data
"Communicator� base: robot-CAD
and stock-office.
Data-Base. Inter-company
� MIS
1 1 Paper -pushers 11
links.
CAD/CAM
I Production planning and scheduling.
11 Gee-Wizz 11
Data-Bank Systems.

_____j

Tailored enquiry systems.
I
------Cheap microprocessors.
Initial Experiments

1946

1958

1974

1966

1982

(F J Withington 1976 and Warnecke 1981)
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0 ne advantage of such a general-purpose "host II computer, is that
it would allow closer co-operatic n between the product designers and
the assembly system managers.
has proved,

This is a very important link which

even in Japan, extremely difficult to forge.

It is

needed because of what has been described as a "chicken and egg"
obstacle to installing robot assembly systems.

The dilemma runs like this.

Production managers refuse to accept

the installation of assembly robots,

merely on the arguement that

their flexibility will allow product changes in the future,
having

to scrap

plant.

They insist on seeing

superiority over the short-run as we11 12.

without

a direct ROI

This means that an

installation must produce competive unit costs on its initial product.
In order to achieve this, it is often necessary to have a product
which

has

equipment.

been

designed

specifically

for

assembly

on

that

From the production managers viewpoint, this defeats

the object of the excercise, since comparability on a unit cost basis
is lost.

Further resistence to the scheme arises because product

designers are very reluctant to alter already completed designs
simply to make them easier to assemble.

One reason is that it is

seen as criticism of the original design, on which they have worked
long and hard.

Another reason is that designers can rarely afford

to return to products that they have already finished with, because
it means neglecting new projects.

Thirdly, designers may not be

able to see the point of the new design constraints.
particular

Due to the

(human) blend of manipulator flexibility that has been

available, designers have had so much dexterity on tap that they
have not had to give ease of assembly prime consideration.
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Putting all these points together,
"The designers tend to refuse the modification of their
own design after they have finished it". (Interview 11).
Or, to use Witney's words:
"We have done a lot of persuading, which I'm very proud
of, but of ten we are too late. It's too bad, The money
isn't spent; but the design is there•••• ".
A third threat to robot assembly systems may also exist, from the
roboticists themselves, who may fear that product redesign will help
raise human productivity so much,
longer competitive.

that assembly robots are no

Such instances have occured, but could not be

discussed by interviewees.

In other cases,

the open-minded

re-evaluation which the possible presence of robots stimulates, led to
other

manufacturing

technologies

being

adopted,

for

instance

substitution of metal by extruded plastics, so that the function of
assembly was reduced or even eliminated.

Westinghouse's solution to all these difficulties, was to spend their
way out.

They raised government backing and developed a system

which could assemble, at competitive unit costs, a range of products
which had not been redesigned:
"The manufacturing divisions have their own problems, and
they really don't want to get involved in new technology,
let alone use it. If they see the result they are still
not convinced, especially if they are making money. They
have their set ways. If you try and sell new technology
and a new product together (after all, when you redesign
a product they consider it a new one), it's a sure recipe
for failure. That was the reason we agreed at the beginning
to leave the product alone, even if it makes our lives
miserable. Then, having introduced the working system
into the manufacturing divisions, slowly point out to them
the advantages that could be had if they redesigned the
product".
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The solution found by Hitachi was to develop a computerised
Assemblability Evaluation Method•• (which)••gives you a
numerical guideline to compare dif ferent designs at the
very early stage of design 11• ( interview 11).

11

In this way, the product designers were persuaded to channel their
thoughts in the right direction before new products were conceived.
The model allowed designers to look at the limitations of the robots
that would be available in the assembly shop,

and not just the

machines in the machining shop, as they were accustomed.
result,

a few years later was a range of

The

products which were

part icularly easy to justify to production management as suitable for
robotic assembly.

On the subject of linking the design and assembly functions of
the organisation, it is worth noting the dangers of using computer
aided design (CAD) data about the machining operation that made a
part, to assist with its assembly.

There are many aspects of the

size and shape of an object which are of great concern for its
f abrication, but of little or no concern for its assembly:
11

It may be lef t with an unmachined backside,
but unfortunately that is where the robot will have
to pick it up. So while in principle you can take
design information from a computer and use it to
program a robot, the information you want may not be
there. The designer should know to include in his
design the aspects of the parts that are to be utilised
for assembly". (Interview 3).

Likewise for vision systems
"We put our own model of the geometry of a part into a
system. There's many ways to represent an object, and
we specificly include the representation that is wanted
to get the robot to do what we want it to do ••• You may
only be interested in the corners, so you don't need to
know all the other idiosyncrasies of the parts 11• ( Interview 4).
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Consequently, though the assembly function is one of the last in
the organisation to gain the benefits of computerisation, it does not
mean that. the process of integration with the system will be simple.
Hitachi emphasised this:
11 1 n

order to make full use of robots within the factory,
we have to do many things besides robotics. In order
to teach a robot how to move, we have to define each
environment, each piece of equipment, every path within
the factory. We have to teach robots knowledge that is
There must be drastic changes in
only in human brains.
in formation processing in the factory to generate the
data banks for robots".
(Interview 11).

Once such in formation is on record, a very different assembly plant
begins to emerge.

The familiar slack in the system, parts lying in

store, lying in bins between unsynchronised manipulators, and being
inconsistently assembled, humans taking tea- and toilet-breaks, and
large open assembly shops, is pared away.

Not only is much less

time needed to produce the same amount of goods; much less plant is
needed too.

An issue is thus raised for the Personnel and Strategic

Chapters of the thesis:

when the physical stock of an organisation

falls, but its output remains the same, the remaining humans become
suddenly a major part of the calculation of its wealth-creating
assets.

Valuing them can be very difficult.

The fourth area of ARF significance for the production system
level, is for maintainence and operator supervision.

Westinghouse

stated that it considered routine maintanance of an APAS to be:
11 A

quick check each shi ft. Visual inspection at
the start of each new task, combined with checking
the machine log books. And preventitive maintenance
once a week: 11 • (Interview 6)

On this basis an indivictual robot up-time of 90-95% should be
achieved, giving an overall system up-time of 80-85%.

This is only a

preliminary figure, but it does indicate how sensitive an APAS will
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tend to be.
crucial.

In such circumstances, the service system becomes

The need for frequent inspection is combined with a need

for extremely rapid response to minor stoppages.
"You have to build your system asynchronious, so that
you have enough buffer behind each station to let the
stations go until the station that is down is fixed.
There is statistical evidence that most of the problems
in assembly are of the type that can be fixed in 25 or
30 seconds, so your buffering should be at least for
that interval, i.e. about three units if the cycle-time
is ten seconds". ( Interview 6).
To achieve such rapid response, the emphasis must lie primarily on
the presence of the operator.

Certainly some product design for

ease of assembly, should raise systemic up-time over 90%.

Likewise

the presence of sensors may reduce the frequency and the gravity
of stoppages.

But the emphasis on operator skills remains.

High up-time thus requires a responible level of human attention,
( see Chapter 4) •

An APAS needs four full-time and one part-time

attendant for each shift.

Keeping these workers alert and ready to

respond when the need for maintenance arises, may prove difficult,
particularly when the arrival of sensors begins to reduce the area of
skill that demanded a human presence in the first place.
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PART C.

SOCIETAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ASSEMBLY ROBOT
FLEXIBILITY TO PRODUCTION.

This section of the Chapter discusses the significance of assembly
robot flexibility for the role of production within society at large.
It was not an area which my interviewees had thought about very
much, and yet seems likely to pose problems and opportunities for
production management.

The most striking feature of this chapter has been the evidence
that the main cause for employing humans as assembly manipulators,
Using cheap computers and an increasing

is now being eroded.
amount

of

sensing,

it

is

possible

to

design

programmable

manipulators with the minimum of skills necessary to perform a
familiy of assembly operations, and with much more productivity than
the general-purpose abilities of the human permit.
can

say that the primary

Consequently we

effect of ARF will be to release a

significant proportion of the workforce from batch assembly tasks.
Where they will find employment will be discussed in Part C of the
next Chapter.

For now,

we must be content in saying that the

position of industrial assembly as a major employer seems likely to
disappear.

Those workers who

do

remain

in

the

assembly

function

of

production will need new skills, high motivation, and an ability to
carry responsibility.

Again, this change in the Quality of Working

Life, along with the creation of a new Man/robot/machine interface,
will be discussed in the next Chapter.
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Another
machines,

ef fect
be

satisfaction.

of

the

adoption

they robotic or

1 firm1

of

programmable

automation,

involves customer

Production Departments will now be more able to meet

the demands of Marketing for higher product quality,
price,

assembly

and

with a broader,

at a lower

more easily up-dated product range.

These benefits will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
The requirements of di fferent societies and cultures for various
aspects of these benefits may dif fer.

In Japan,

for instance,

the

requirement that workers be released from sub-human jobs is high,
because of the overall shortage of labour and the relatively high
proportion

of

the

popu tation

education (over 50%).
variety

may

be

going

on

from

school

to

higher

In European cultures, the need for product

higher,

partly in

view

of

standa rds within a small geographical zone,

di ffering

tastes

and

and partly because of

the high premium that customers place on individualism in products.
This would counter act the relatively high
which

makes robotics contentious,

immigrant labour.

fear of unemployment,

and the availability of cheaper

In the US the same may well be true, in addition

to an over-riding need for product reliability,
both

in

their

national

legislation,

and

in

which is reflected
the

high

level

of

post-assembly product inspection that is performed at present.

This
Robot

highlights a major theme of
flexibility

is

relevant

in

this chapter,

many

dif ferent

that Assembly
situations,

and

promises to prove a solution to a variety of traditional dilemmas of
Production management.

However,

with the mention of unemployment

and international market forces cultural relevance we find the issues
rising to new planes of debate: firstly personnel, and then strategy.
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1-Witney, (Interview 3).
2-Makino's SCARA robot has compliance in the arm, not in the wrist, so
that compliance remains when the tool is changed.
3-although, as a part of the thechnology it is older; e,g. T.Goto et al.
"Precise insert operation by tactile controlled robot, in Industrial
Robot Vol 1, no 5, p 225.
4-The Three Laws of Robotics:
1-A robot may not injure a human being, or through inaction allow
a human being to come to harm.
2-A robot must obey the orders given it by human beings, except
where such where such orders cnflict with the First Law.
3-A robot must protect its own existence, as long as such protection
does not conflict with the First Law.
I. Asimov, 1940. e.g. "I, Robot" p, 8.
5-Birk: "Using pallets has very little research content. Even if it
turned out that the world went 75% pallets, all the research would be in
the other 25%, It just means that the research isn't so relevant to the
the economic world" •
6-Can be associated with old triangulation range-finding technology, or
with a laser "Environment teaching system" as at the ETL at AIST.
7-Pixel density, now rising through 200x200, is expected to reach a
maximum possible of around 2,000x2,000.
8-Birk: Avision algorithm is a computation on an array of data. The
computation is different depending on the different things you want to
extract from the image. There are so many different properties of
objects that you must have many different algorithms. A versatile
vision system would have many algorithms, which could be pared down to
the appropriate set, perhaps automatically".
9-ibid.
11-See Kondoleon, 1976.
PART B:
1-e.g. Kelly (1980).
2-See Wyld p.19-41 for history of development of Mass- and Flow-line
production.
3-e.g. Mayo E, "The Human problems of industrial civilisation". Macmillan,
New York 1933.
4-For mathematical models for line-balancing, see Wyld 153-i67,
5-Ayres p,420: "The slim-down which took an average of 800lbs per car from
Detroit model between 1975 and 1979 gained 6 MPG in fuel ecomony, and
cost $30bn". Also Ingersoll Report vol 1, sect.2, p 1: robots will
reduce new model lead-times from 2 months to 2 weeks.
6-Ackoff pp. 46-47. The difference between the "Ends-autocratic, Means
democtratic" model, and the "Ends-autoctratic, Means-autocratic" one.

7-Hopwood lists five of these (p.112).
8-Lupton, in Organisational Dynamics, Autumn 1975.
9 -See Brown and Blacker, "Job Design and Social Change in the Case of
Volvo", in Duncan et al, "Changes in working life••• ", Proceedings of
the Nato International Conference. Wiley, London, 1980.
10-Kelly, (1980).
11-Description of "Total Factory Automation" pp.5-10 1n "Industrial
Automation -- The automated factory", Creative Strategies Inc. 1977.

Chapter 4.

TO

SIGNIFICANCE

PERSONNEL

MANAG MEN T.
We have presented a model of manipulator flexibility. and used it
to examine
robot

the significance to production management of

flexibility.

The

significance

reaches

from

assembly

cycle-time

and

quality (operational). through layout. batch-size and system support
(systemic).

to

the

release

of consumers

from

the

side-effects of

mass-production. and a molement of employment away from factories.
In all these. an impact for personnel management is implied.
general

model

allowed

us

to

plot

the

characteristics

of

Our

human

manipulator flexibility; and in Chapter 3 our discussions of assembly
techniques and systems for robots have constantly refered to their
manual counterpart.

In this chapter we

personnel management more directly.

face

the sign i ficance to

Again the three-part format is

used, of operational, systemic and societal significance.
In the next Chapter.

the signi ficance for strateg y is discussed.

Several themes from earlier Chapters will recur in this latter one.

PART A:
OPERATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE TO PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT.

Our General Model of Manipulator Flexibility indicates that a
considerable distortion of human abilities is necessary, to interface
them with the attributes of traditional machines.

As industrial

societies have become better educated and richer the gulf between
Man and Machine has deepened.

One of the most inhuman features

of traditional mechanical productivity is the severe repetition which
it often requires of humans,

and which humans only tolerate by

evolving elaborate daydreams, games,
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rituals and sub-cultures, to

occupy their minds 1.

Other features also militate against the quality

of working life (QWL) ofmachine operators.
hot

and

dangerous;

they

do

not

Machines can be noisy,

require

good

lighting,

or

ventilation, and may be dirty, or coated with poisonous lubricants.

These

features

are,

however,

less associated

systems than the first, repetition 2 .

with

assembly

The significance of assembly

robots to QWL is due to the position which their programmability
permits them in our General Model, intervening between man and the
previous alternative, dedicated automation.

They thus eliminate the

need to use the dexterity and programmability of humans, on tasks
for

which

humans are so over-qualified

actually reducing productHf ity3.

that boredom sets in,

Assembly robot flexibility breaks

the upper margin of productivity,

at which engineers either 1)

reduce cycle complexity to speed production, but foster boredom, so
returning output to its previous level;
complexity

to

reduce

boredom,

but

or,
so

2)

lose

increase cycle
economies

of

specialisation, which negates the benifit of gains in productivity.

Personnel

management

should

be

very

interested

intervening role, particularly on assembly lines.

in

this

In recent years

their inability to reconcile operational reality in factories, with the
developing theories of Social Science about the needs of the human
worker, has become a major concern.

It

was all very well saying:

"In Japan we think simple work is a bad waste of
human skill. It neglects humanity. So this kind of
work must be replaced by machines". (Makino, interview
The machinery to do it, just was not available.

2 1).

Fig. 4-1, which

shows the evolution of the concept of humane factories, bears very
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little relationship with Fig. 4-2, which shows the parallel adoption of
assembly machinery.

The

question is

whether

the

coming

of

assembly robots has changed the situation.
At first sight there can be little doubt that QWL is improved.
Considering that:
11 A

standard human cycle-time for picking up a part,
orienting it, checking it visually and maybe sliding
it into something, is about five seconds 11 (interview

common

sense

desirable.

tells

us

that

automation

Moreover robots do not

of

6),

assembly

need tea-breaks,

is

or work

stoppages while changing shifts, and so only have to match humans,
cycle for cycle, in order to compete:
1

1 Instead

of of using three operators, you can use one
robot, and someone working part-time to make sure that
everything is going all right. So if you can come up
with cycle-times that equal the four or five seconds
of the human, then you are in good shape. Normally
assembly robots do better than that 11 • (Ibid.).

The potential for installing robots and so raising human cycle times
is perfectly economic.
However, there are arguments that the QWL may not be improved
at all.

Most obvious is the concern that assembly robots will create

large numbers of permanently unemployed workers.

Claims that no

one has ever been made redundant by a robot, are commonplace in
robotics literature.

They are easy to make, because a worker can

be transfered elsewhere temporarily,

and then made redundant,

If similar introductions of new

without the robot being blamed.

technology are any guide, these claims for socio-technical neutrality
will not last long.

Longwall mining techniques, for instance, only

created significant unemployment among miners in the U.S. several
years later.

Having begun to introduce robots, Nissan must grow
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by at least 6% per annum if its record of never having made a man
redundant is to be
economic

recession

assembly

robot

upheld.
it

is

systems

(Interview 23).

the
which

human
will

Furthermore,

workforce

bear

the

rather

brunt

in an

than

the

of cutbacks.

Consequently, the robot not only displaces workers, but reduces the
job security of those who are not displaced.

The other doubts about the assembly robot's impact on the Quality
of Working Life centre around its effects for the higher level human

If we use Maslow's Heirarchy of Needs,

needs.
follows:

1-Physiological needs (food,

needs;

4-Ego-needs;

concern the last two.

sleep,

runs as

sex); 2-Saftey; 3-Social

5-Self-actualisatio n;
For example,

which

these

other

doubts

there are dangers that highly

trained technicians will have to wait patiently for simple robot errors
to occur,

ready to "hit the red button" at a moments notice,

thenperform

trivial

jam-clearing

operatic ns.

Such

an effect

and
was

observed during the introduction of computers, for instance a tale of
over-qualified computer staff at Inghams,
125).

( quoted in Warner pp.

This was bad for self-esteem, and a waste of human potential.

A not her

danger

is

that

the

presence

of

the

robot's computer

will permit closer monitoring of the performance of humans in its
environment.

This may be reflected in:

(Kelly 1980); loss of "Banana Time" (Roy,

"Labour I ntensificatio n 11
1960), the informal social

games and rituals which relieve the pressures of factory life;

or

alternatively the loss of the workers' ability to correct their own
mistakes unobserved by the supervisor.
deterioration of levels 4 and 5 of QWL,
the introduction of assembly robots.
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These changes result in
which can be attributed to

The

final fear is perhaps the most ominous of all.

suggested at SRI,

It was

that robots may create an "Unskilled Labour

Trap" in the blue-collar labour market.

Such a phenomenon would

arise if robots continue their present trend of taking over skilled
labour

tasks like

welding.

The

theory is that the traditional

avenues by which unskilled labour can become semi-skilled,
finally skilled,

and

through opportunities and experiences presented

during the course of a working li fe, would be closed forever by the
ranks of skilled robots.
robotised,

However, the unskilled jobs would never be

firstly because there was a large pool of

very cheap

labour to compete with, secondly because the unskilled jobs are in
fact the hardest to robotise, requiring simultaneous processing of a
broad array of low-value data about the working environment, and
thirdly because no alternative to unskilled employment could be
found for the population,
depicted

in

Vonnegut1 s

other than the dole or the army (as
alarming

book

"Player

Piano"

( 1952).)

Against these gloomy predictions of reduced Quality of Working
Li fe,

the optimism of most roboticists is almost dazzling.

Their

arguements centre around the belief that assembly robots offer
workers the chance of more esteem and self-actualisation.

They

stress

firms

that

robots create

employment,

not unemployment;

benefiting from the surge of productivity caused by their robots'
reconcilliation

of

productivity

and

programability,

will

be

expanding, in need of personnel who are already familiar with the
organisation.

This is apparently supported by the evidence that

workers are pleased to find robots arriving, because they take it as
a sign that the company is competitive, and so their jobs are safe.
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The optimists' second line of defence is that robots do not work
alone, but need a considerable infrastructure within the company to
support them.

A survey conducted by CMU showed that 70% of

those displaced from jobs by robots were retrained to maintain the
new machines.

This re-training took 1 week off-site, and 6-8

months on the job.

In the case of maintaining assembly robots, the

re-training might well be longer, and certainly longer than it took to
learn

the

original

Westinghouse stated that

assembly task.

a

6-station APAS would require 4-5 operators:
A -One supervisor, with a knowledge of computing and
mechanical engineering, who would keep the log-books.
B -One assistant supervisor, a skilled machine fitter, who
could recognise parts of the computer, and step in fast when
small problems occured while the supervisor was absent.
C -One machine load/unloader, capable of standing in for B.
D -One machine load/unloader.
E -One part-time load/unloader, in case of sudden demand.
The structure of this team in no way suggests the presence of an
Unskilled Labour Trap.

There seems to be an obvious path along

which workers can develop skills.

Taking this alongside the present

world production figure of 2-3000 robots per annum, concerns about
the ill-affects of robots dwindle further; a level of 200,000 p.a.
would be more likely to justify alarm.

But before that could

happen, at least a decade of transition will be available, during
which time several changes could occur.

The first would be the

retraining of workers in robotisable jobs; a second would be the
diversion of employment into non-automatable jobs.

We shall discuss

other solutions to the threat of the Unskilled Labour Trap in later
sections.
No one can know how the uncertain effects of ARF on Shopfloor
QWL will be reconciled by time.
rise,

the

monotony

of

Perhaps, as labour expectations

assembly

may

become

the

overriding

consideration of QWL, favouring the introduction of assembly robots.
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PART B: SYSTEMIC SIGNIFICANCE TO PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT.

The initial systemic

significance to

personnel

management

of

assembly robot flexibility, will be in generating a new need to find
employees skilled in applying and using the new machines.

Several

interviewees echoed the words of Prof. Rathmill:
"What is glaringly obvious in the robotics business is
the desperate lack of trained and skilled people capable
of engineering and implementing industrial robot systems.
The shortage of engineers with "hands-on" capability in
robotics represents what I would describe as an almost
complete vacuum of industrially relevant expertise 11 4 .
Such complaints are frequently heared at the early stages of a
technology life-cycle.

It may be of more concern on this occasion

because it is not merely the

II

hands-on II experience which is lacking,

but also the experienced of designers who can appreciate the need
for design for assemblability, and a salesforce which can communicate
new

market

developments.

needs,
The

and

keep

in

adoption

of

touch

with

productive

rapid

product

programmable

manipulators indeed poses very large challenges to organisations to
conduct training programs for their own employees; and one suspects
that much of the need for retraining may be focused in a quite
different direction from that which Prof. Rathmill has in mind.

He

notes that:
"Our education system, and essentially our universities,
are administered in a way that makes them responsive to
the needs of industry only over many years, if not
decades 11 5,
which may be true if one is speaking of the normal learning of
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11 hands-on 11

ability.

However, one is less confident in criticising the

educational system's ability to instil! imagination, or ability to cope
with ambiguity, which the majority of employees will need to use the
flexible system to its full potential.
how such things are taught.
been made with a view to
points can be learned.

11

There is so little knowledge of

Suggestions and experiments have

Creativity Training", and some excellent

Rickards and Freedman ( 1979) suggest that

creativity training works best when it is tailored to the indivictual,
They see the technique-oriented methods of action seminars as too
However, they warn that creativity cannot be taught

prescriptive.

Learning such intangibles takes several indistinct stages

overnight.

which should not be forced:
observation;

3)

experimentation.
obstacles

and

1) Concrete experience; 2) Reflective

Abstract

conceptualisation;

4)

Active

Indeed the road to success is so strewn with
distractions,

that over

organisations appear to have lost it,

50%

of people in

modern

and consequently are

not

motivated by Maslow's fifth level of needs, self-actualisation.

Bearing this in mind, it would actually reduce the QWL of many
people to introduce them to disorder.

Gestalt theory shows that all

humans have a drive to apprehend order in the environment that
they perceive, in order to gain security,
behaviour.

and guage appropriate

In neurotics and brain-damage cases,

the need to

eliminate the unexpected is very powerful; and even the experienced
employees of high ambiguity organisations like aerospace companies
(Reeser, 1969)6 object to the confusion of not knowing who their boss
is, or being expected to be creative, rather than order-taking.
suspects that such processes take years,
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One

rather than the week

which Rickards and Freedman say they have needed.

If we must look to firms to foster creativity over the long term,
the starting point should be the organisational climate - climate being
defined as those forms and styles of behaviour which make up the
"atmosphere" within an organisational unit.

This is interesting,

because it is also to climate that one looks to overcome the shortage
of recruits with "hands-on" experience,

either by attracting them

from outside, or by discouraging those already found from leaving.
There is a considerable literature on climate which I do not propose
to discuss here,

for reasons of space.

must be mentioned.

However,

climate clearly

Its affects can take many forms: SRI pointed

out that a robotics project in a large organisation may be the
brain-child of one corporate vice-president, and that "many crucial
people have jumped ship" just because a vice-president has moved
A very similar effect was found at Westinghouse, but from

on.

different causes: the APAS Project
11

The

proved so relevant, that most of the people who worked
here over the last five years have been assigned eleswhere 11 •

debate

motivated.

on

climate depends largely

on

how

humans

are

It has been noted that a paternalistic organisation may

offer work satisfaction, and attract highly qualified personnel, who
stay loyal for many years, but still not obtain effective performance
from them.
can

II

Satisfaction does not equal motivation.

Likewise humans

get round II organisations which attempt to monitor performance,

and base their reward scheme on the basis of data collected.

The

arguement is that humans perform best under self-regulatiion, but
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again

there

are

responsibility.

financial

for

minorities

who

do

not

want

to

have

On the question of pay, it is understood that this is
1 1 hygene 11

increasingly a
sufficient

large

factor,

motivation);

reward

on

an

(fundemental,

but not in itself

but ultimately the effect of possible
individual's

behaviour

psychological meaning of money to him.

depends

on

the

Motivation is clearly a topic

with many contingencies.

The influence of vested interest on group attitudes towards the
introduction of assembly robots is likewise important,
Primarily

variable.
defended.
in

the

there

is

a

worker/ union

and highly

interest

to

be

The worker may feel his security threatened, particularly

case

applications.

of

assembly

robots,

who

The fear, first voiced in

II

have numerous potential

R. U. R. 11, that

1 1 S0

many robots are being manufactured, that humans are
becoming superfluous 11 • (pp.92)

is very easiliy spread.
who

Those with an interest in a union's power,

see that its very existance is threatened, may find that the

robot makes for an easy scapegoat.

If the union is craft-oriented,

and the new technology does not require the old skills, the union
may resist the change more vigourously.

Likewise if the union sees

its members going over from blue-collar status to white-collar status,
inter-union rivalry may become a force in the decision to accept or
challenge the changes.

Although these problems are important, one should be wary of
allowing them to distract from other interest groups.

Foremen may

resent the central role, and inscrutable skills of maintainance men
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and technicians.
11

Younger men elsewhere in the organisation may be

bumped off" their jobs by more senior men coming from areas which

have been robotised, ( a factor mentioned at both CMU and Nissan).
Even Personnel Departments themselves may resist the automation of
what is

now

the largest un-automated

sector of manufacturing

activity; after all, robot management seems a long way removed from
the skills and intricate personal relationships of man-management.

If

the challenge of a new, creative climate of the organisation is not
important
Finally,

to

them,

neither

personnel

marketing,

workers

sales

nor

may

resist

design

the

elements

change.
in

the

organisation may relish the challenge which the reduction in economic
lot-size poses.

It may be beyond their capacity for creativity or

tolerating ambiguity, not to have the traditional protection of long
production runs and expensive lead-times.
All these points about climate indicate that technology transfer of
assembly robot technology may be slower and more painful than in
the case of process robots, like painters or welders, which do not
challenge so many vested interests, and may be easiliy justified on
principles of work saftey.

The contrasting approaches to this

problem at Hitachi and Westinghouse,

were discussed in the last

chapter, but they were both agreed on one point: that an attempt to
win over all vested interests

simultaneously would be fatal.

Either

gain the confidence and co-operation of the production personnel, or
the design personnel, before taking on the others.

Then, when the

machinery is reaching completion:
11

Production engineers will come to the Laboratory at the
final stages of adjustment of the system; and before the
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installation we carry out a test run of the entire system
in the lab. At that time the foremen or repairmen come
to work with the people who developed the system".
(Interview 11)
In conclusion we see that great caution is needed by personnel
management at the systemic level to ensure the acceptance and use
of the flexibility of assembly robots.

Not only are newcomers to be

attracted and accommodated, but vested interests within the existing
structure

must

re-training

be

schemes

soothed.
must

Furthermore,

be

designed

and

new

training

and

implemented,

new

standards set, rules laid that are compatible with the oppropriate
climate, and personnel selection criteria reviewed.

On personnel management will fall a major part of the overall
ARF.

We

personnel-oriented

nature

impact

of

Chapter,

shall
in

return

the

to

equivalent

discussions
level

of

the

of

a

next

where we discuss the impact of ARF on organisational

structure.
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PART C.

SOCIETAL SIGNIFICANCE TO PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT.

The relationship between man and machine has never been a
comfortable one.

New machines have often threatened the livelihood

of those who could not match their productivity, and the humanity of
those who learned to work with them.

As long ago as 1675 the weavers of Spittalfields rioted for three
days against machines which could allegedly do the work of twenty
men.

With the emergence of an industrial society, mechanisation

increased rapidly.
breaking.

Fear of unemployment became a cause for machine

The celebrated hey-days of Luddism between 1811 and

1816, were symptomatic of such fears, although the final trigger was
not

unemployment,

but

conditions,

with

recognise the emerging desire for Unions.

employers

failing

to

So when Charles Babbage

wrote in the 1830's that machinery would become

II

self-acting, so that

human skill and effort were oo longer required 11, the comment was
already loaded with social repercussions.
0 ne would be naive not to expect similar restistanee to robotics, if
they precipitate a shift of employment away from factory assembly
tasks.

The shock to society would be immense.

The demands on

the human resource, in a world where assembly robot flexibility is
prevalent,

would

focus

on

its

non-robotisable

charactistics.

Unfortunately, educational systems throughout the First World have
failed to cultivate this non-repetitive side of man's nature.

They

have encouraged learning by rote, repetition of syllabi, standardised
answers to standardised questions.
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One might almost say that they

provided the minimum necessary to ensure that the workforce could
tolerate the repetitive, yet sometimes complex, conditions of working
with machines.

However, time has overtaken it.

alternative education,

through Television,

On the one hand,

or on "Space Invader"

games in pubs, has shown everyone the contrast between their lives
and their potential:

and on the other, computerised machine tools

are now capable of performing the repetition better than the human
could anyway.

The only remaining question is which dam will burst

first.

Two problems arise.

The first was noted in characteristic

overstatement, by Adam Smith:
11

The man who's life is spent in performing a few simple
operations, of which the effects too are perhaps always
the same, has no occasion to exert his understanding,
or to excercise his invention in finding out expedients
for difficulties, which never occur. He naturally loses,
therefore, the ability for such exertio'n, and generally
becomes as stupid and as ignorant as it is possible for
a human creature to become". Wealth of Nations, pp734-5).

In view of many demonstrations that assembly-line Man does express
his creativity,

but through complex games with himself and his

neighbours as he works, such a statement should not be taken too
literally.

Nevertheless,

it has a point:

industrial society has

ill-equipped itself to fulfil its post-industrial potential.

Traditional science fiction echos this,
potential will not dictate robot potential.

suggesting that human
The three foremost books

on robotised societies, Capek's "R.U.R. 11 (1923), Asimov's
(1940),

and Vonnegut's

11

11

1, Robot"

Player Piano" (1952), offer different yet

pessimistic visions of the future: robot take-over by violence; robots
banned on Earth; and computer-controlled machines in every factory,
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to render the workforce redundant.
is frighteningly plausible.
un-skilled labour trap.

It
It

Of the three scenarios, the last

assumes that robots generate an

also assumes that

society fails to

recognise the inexhaustible resource in its midst, human ingenuity.
The result is that a living dole, earned for the populace by state
robots, and an enourmous army in the colonies to occupy the more
spirited members of the proletariate,

heralds an era of gravely

erroded quality of life, with no hope of self-improvement.

Already Skinner

observes a generation without the means to

realise their own valuations of themselves:
"Even unemployed young seem to hesitate before factory
gates, because they see factories as an entry into a
regimented, sub-human quality of working life". (p.3)
0 ne fears that the waste of human potential will not be understood,
in time to prevent the emergence of an anachronistic generation.

So what is the potential, that personnel management should be
seeking

to attract and

"Programmability"

encourage?

I propose that it is the

offered in our General Model.

Flexibility of

program, in its highest, human form, is represented in the ability to
conceptualise events,

both past and future,

from a single data

input: - To perform multiple conceptualisation simultanously,

and

therefore to tolerate considerable

one

ambiguity:

to jump from

concept to the next: in particular, to develop social and political
relationships, and give other humans pleasure, (an ability which noone suggests industrial robots will have!).

Indeed the ambiguity

latent in an interesting human conversation is enough to have slowed
progress in Artificial

Intelligence
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to

a crawl.

This

suggests

that human programmability is well-employed coping with ambiguity,
and recovering from unpredicted alterations in the environment.

Creative abilities can have a distinct multiplier effect.

A society

which meets environmental change by accomodating it, encourages
further change.

Within it, the individual who responds to change

with the vigourous conceptualisation achieved by others under stable
Just such a world may grow up

conditions, will be highly valued.

from the humble beginnings of Assembly Robot Flexibility;

a world

w here management is unhindered by long production lead-times, and
large economic lot-sizes;

where the need for large and exciting

conceptual leaps would be frequent;

a world populated by millions

also looking for the next leap, responding with alacrity when it
appeared on the consumer market, but valuing their individuality too
highly to buy it for long, or in large numbers. If this is correct,
the onus is on personnel management to have the training and
re-training

schemes

prepared,

and

the

means

of

recruitment,

motivation and socialisation, needed to help the organisation survive.
The second societal significance of ARF to personnel management
is in the field of Trades Unionism.

Present Trades Union attitudes

to new technology reflect the twin threats which it poses to them:
on

the

one

hand loss of

jobs

and job

security through the

introduction of automation; and on the other liquidation of their
company through uncompetitive production methods.
considerable confusion.
notes

that

the

TUC

The Ingersoll Report,
consultative

document

The result is

( Section 3 p. 3),
"Employment

and

Technology", accepts the introduction of programmable automation as
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a business necessity.

However, craft unions in industries automated

earlier than assembly, have traditionally resisted change.

However,

if their members have the chance to re-train in another craft, for
instance robot maintenance,
Even then,

they may adopt the new technology.

it may mean complicated associations or amalgamations

to cover both crafts, which will take time and skilled negotiation on
the part of personnel management.

Nevertheless, a craft union

which has over the years gained considerable status ·and influence
for itself, may go on to win a new lease of life by such a decision.

It is important to recognise that assembly line workers are rarely
members of

craft unions.

Their unions are the large general

conglomerates, which have no ties to a particular technology.

This

removes the threat of robotics to the union's existence, since it
knows that as long as there are workers anywhere, there will be
potential members.

However,

it brings its own problems:

such

unions need to show solidarity and strength to their members, in
order to hold together what is not naturally a cohesive group.

This

means that they stress the international ideology of brotherhood, and
the conspiracy of capitalism.

In such doctrines, the robot is more

easily seen as a cynical creation of capital to restore its control over
wealth creation.

Only the passage of time can show us which of these fears and
hopes for the significance of ARF to society are justified at this
level.
that

They are all of major importance, and demonstrate yet again
one

must

look

to

the

strategic

level

of

management

decision-making, to make choices about using assembly robots.
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Try putting 13 little pins in 13 little holes 60 times an hour, eight
hours a day. Spot-weld 67 steel pressings an hour, then find your
self one day facing a new assembly-line needing 110 an hour.
Fit 100 coils to 100 cars every hour; tighten seven bolts three times
a minute. Do your work in noise 'at the safety limit', in a fine mist
of oil, solvent and metal dust. Negotiate for the right to have a
pee - or relieve yourself furtively behind a big press so that you
don't break the rhythm and lose your bonus. Speed up to gain
time to blow your nose or get a bit of grit out of your eye. Bolt
your sandwiches sitting in a pool of oil because the canteen is ten
minutes away and you've only got 40 for your lunch-break. As
you cross the factory threshold, lose the freedom of opinion, the
freedom of speech, the right to meet and associate supposedly
guaranteed under the constitution. Obey without arguing, suffer
punishment without the right of appeal, get the worst jobs if the
manager doesn't like your face. Try being an assembly-line
worker.
Wonder each morning how you're going to hold out until the
evening, each Monday how you'll make it to Saturday. Reach
home without the strength to do anything but watch TV, telling
yourself you'II surely die an idiot. Know at 22 that you'II still be
an assembly-line worker at 60 unless you're killed or crippled
first. Be as old biologically at40 or even 35 as a woodcutter of 65.
Long to smash everything up at least once a day; feel sick with
yourself because you've traded your life for a living; fear more
· than a'nything else that the rage mounting within you will die
down in the end, and that in the final analysis people are right
when they say: 'Aah, you can get used to anything. It's been like
that for fifty years - why should it change now?' (Bosquet, 1977,
p. 91).

Chapter 5.

SIGNIFICANCE TO

STRATEGIC

M ANAGE M ENT.
The General Model has now helped us to explore the significance
of Assembly Robot Flexibility from two management perspectives.

In

both, the conclusion was that the impact of ARF would be felt
beyond the immediate boundaries of their competence. We now take
our research to a strategic level of management decision-making, to
persue the points mentioned earlier, and to raise some new ones.
Operational
Again the Chapter is divided into three sections:
significance (Part A), dealing with the implications for market
strategy; Systemic significance (Part B) picking up where we left off
in

Chapter

4,

to discuss the implications of flexible assembly

technology
for
organisational
structure,
and
performance
measurement.
Finally we turn to the Societal level of significance
( Part C) to question some of the larger effects of such changes on
relations with governments, and within different economies.
In the next Chapter, the Conclusion, the findings of the thesis
are summarised, and further areas of research preposed.
PART A: OPERATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE TO STRATEGY.

In

1909,

Henry Ford announced the decision to devote his

company's entire production capacity to the Model 'T'.

At the same

time he declared:
"Any customer can have a car painted any colour that he
wants, so long as it's black". (Wyld, 1972 p.135).
Such were the market conditions in which flow-line production was
born:

a veritable producer's paradise.

company well for a decade.

Ford's strategy served the

However, one should not imagine that
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the production strategy which suited those times so well, is still
ideal

today.

different.

The

modern

consumer

durables

market

is

very

Not only is trade far more international, and production

capacity in many industries exceeding demand, but the economic and
educational, social and domestic status of the customer has changed
drasticly.

The dominant position of the producer has succumbed to

the rapid rise of the consumer.

To complicate matters further for the producer, the environment
has been over-run by uncertainties, not only political and economic,
but

technological

and

cultural.

Products

which

seemed

as

irreplaceable as the pocket camera, may suddenly be made obsolete
by the "electronic video image recorder".

Cars which appeared to

be part of a national way of life, can be rendered illegal for lack of
a roof, or unsaleable for lack of a few MPG.
of change, two strategic avenues are open.

Under such pressures
One is to resist change,

to cut down on the trappings of affluence, and earn one's profit
margins from internal efficiency;

the other to absorb the change.

An advocate of the first strategy, retrenchment, is Abernathy,
who predicts {p.141) that the successful manufacturing company of
the future will be typified by:
-A standard product with an appeal to an aggregate market.
-A transition from fluid product change to incremental change.
-A retreat from flexibility towards a machine-paced flow-line.
-A change from general purpose to specialised equipment.
The basis of such views lies in the observed success of long-running
production models, like the VW Beetle; and in the belief that change
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and uncertainty cannot go on without causing a panic or a crash.

The alternative response is to absorb,
uncertainty,

and even initiate the

ensuring that ones own production resource offers a

minimal bottleneck between new design ideas and new products.

In

such a solution:
"The form of work organisation itself becomes a strategic
resource". (Hopwood, p. 112).
Having a flexible robotic assembly system can of fer just this sort of
strategic ad vantage to a manufacturing company.

How it might be

achieved structurally is a question for the next section of the
chapter; for the present we will restrict ourselves to the effects of
ARF for the firm's strategy in action.

Between the two reactions to environmental change, I feel that
the second approach has more merit, on purely practical grounds.
The forces which have turned society away from tolerating products
like the Model

1 T1

are neither transitory or illusiory.

They spring

from a richer, more educated populace's desire for personal identity
in

a

world in

density,

which we

find population explosion,

destruction of the family unit,

life-styles.

high living

and frequently turbulent

At best major psychological needs will change only

slowly, particularly the need for a sense of individuality.

Failure to see the long-term need for va.riety has in the past
led to predictions similar to Abernathy's.

Claims for standardised

products and agregate markets were voiced after World War II, when
many national economies were in post-martial stupor, and it appeared
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that the market could not bear more than one large company per
industry, per country; each company mass-producing a small product
range, and preventing competition from smaller firms by exploiting
tremendous economies of scale.

Such predictions proved false.

The

dominance of price over other marketing variables, such as quality,
delivery, service or innovation, did not materialise then, and I see
little reason why it should do so now.
production

systems

which

appear

Indeed, even those flow-line
to

be

moving

towards

the

Abernathy position, like the car industry, do not opperate entirely
according to the gospel.

For instance, of 2. 2 million Capris built by

1970, no two had been identical (Wild 1972).
However there is a new line of arguements against Abernathy's
position,

which has only emerged recently, with the availablity of

flexible

assembly

machine-paced,

systems.

specialist

seemed unshakeable.

Previously,

his

flow-line production

statement

would

that

be adopted

However unpleasant the working environment

of such technology, and however debilitating its side-effects on the
rest of organisational performance, there simply did not appear any
alternative.

The gulf between man and machine, depicted in the

General Model counted for nothing, since only man could move to
close it.

Now that the gap can be closed by a programmable assembly
machine, the picture for strategy looks very different.
transcend

the

gap

between

productivity

and

Robots that

programmability

inducated by the general model, achieve all the strategic benefits
previously available to only one or the other.
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Not only are known

benefits of mechanisation gained, like consistent quality and low unit
cost, but new strategic advantages are achieved.

Chief among these

are the lower switching costs of programmable assembly systems:
Companies installing robots pay only one set of retraining costs, for
many model changes; one set of write-off costs due to undepreciated
one set of losses while the

investment in the old technology;
production

lines

are stripped

out and

replaced;

one set

of

alterations to system support; and of R+D costs for the changeover.

They

are consequently able

to smooth sales fluctuations by

switching production at short notice, so reducing stock-piling, which
is costly, both in space, administration and loan interest.

They are

also able to co-ordinate their production with their sales activities,
rather

than

segmentation,

This leads to more accurate market

vice versa.

without the need to aggregate;

standard products within the range,

faster delivery of

again without holding large

stocks (for instance, automobile parts for cars that are no longer in
production);

faster responses to demand surges and technological

innovation by competitors, so avoiding loss of custom to substitute
products, as well as being able to take advantage of substitutes'
slower

response;

better

customer-tailored orders;

ability

to

accept

very

small-batch,

and initially at least, marketing kudos as

a pioneer of new standards of quality, reliability, and choice.
Such capacity to absorb and initiate change extends into the
realms of major environmental shocks,
supplies,
relations,

like loss of raw material

loss of overseas market through disruption of political
and

severe

economic
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recession.

Hasegawa

( 1979)

attributes Japanese enthusiasm for ARF to the oil crisis of 1973,
after which:
"the purpose of investment has changed from being
production capicity-increment-oriented, to being
quality and system flexibility directed 11•
This change of approach was confirmed by both the Long-Term
Credit Bank of Japan,
Japan

(interview

(interview 23) and the Industrial Bank of
Both

28).

recounted

that

Japan

had

felt

particularly exposed during the oil crisis, because of her almost total
dependance on imported fuel;

and that she had concluded that

volume of production was not in itself any source of strength, when
the absence of any one input could jeopodise all outputs.

They seem to have found that the availability of programmable
automation challenges at least one favourite management concept, the
principle of importance of market share.
they no longer seek market share,

That is not to say that

but that it is an effect of

strategy rather than a cause of it.
This criticism can be presented as undermining the relationship
between Return on Investment and market share which Porter depicts
as shown in Fig. 5-1.

The traditional theory states that Return on

Investment for medium sized companies is lower than for small or
large companies, because they fall between two ideals.

They do not

have the security of a market niche, which allows small organisations
to

defend

goods,

themselves

by

customer-designed

product differentiaton,
items,

excellent

service,

special-purpose
and

so

on.

Likewise they do not have the economies of scale of production, bulk
purchase,

centralised advertising,
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centralised R+D, and monopoly

and monopsony power which large firms are able to exploit, making
The result might be termed a trap

them highly competitive on cost.

from which medium sized companies must escape.
FIG. 5-1. THE TRADITIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
AND MARKET SHARE.

R O I

Low Unit Cost

Product Differentiation.
R O I

Stuck in the Middle

MARKET SHARE

Low

High.

However, the arrival of ARF changes this curve, initially into a
straight line.

The fact that the medium-sized company can not

produce high volumes of a wide variety of goods at cheap prices is
at least partly due to the high cost of having very productive
dedicated automation.

Only the company with a large market share

can sell the volume of goods that dedicated machines need to be
making to be cost-effective, and maintain a product line that offers
However,

the customer any choice.

a medium sized assembly

company can afford a single automated assembly system;
system it buys is flexible,

if the

then it can now produce a range of

products, at the low prices associated with traditional automation.
the right system for the

1 1 family 11

If

to be assembled is chosen, then

switching costs will be very low between batches, and the medium
sized company will be able to compete even with the specialist small
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companies

on

their

home

territory,

delivery, high-differentiation products.

customer

specified,

rapid

Thus the programmability of

robots allows the medium sized company to take advantage of a
position which has previously been marked down as "piggy in the
middle".

What happens in the long run remains debatable.

The centralised

R+D of large firms, and their ability to hold proprietary technical
knowledge about manufactured goods may permit them once again _to
raise their ROI higher than medium sized companies.
they

have

identical

flexible

facilities

around

the

Indeed, if
world,

large

companies may be able to win tremendous advantages, with huge
savings

by

using

the

same

Computer-language

blue-print

everywhere, needing only to be transmitted to the satellite factory for
instant

technology

transfer

to

take

place.

Or

perhaps

local

specialist knowledge will prove the crucial ingredient in satisfying
the highly volatile, and variety conscious market that emerges in the
long-run.

In this case, small and medium companies could benefit

over multinationals.

This would be even more true,

if flexible

manufacturing and assembly systems assisted firms which did not
conduct their own R+D, to imitate and market product advances of
large organisations, before they had reaped the benefits of their
breakthrough.

Another possibility which might be considered at the operational
strategic level, is that ARF might induce a spate of either horizontal
or vertical integration.

Horizontal integration could take the form of

companies

with

setting

up

sophisticated
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programmable

assembly

systems,

merely with the object of winning contracts to do other

companies• assembly.
system

was

high,

This would make sense if the through-put of a
and

its

flexibility

under-utilised.

Vertical

integration would reflect the opposite trand, where robots became so
cheap as to encourage either 1) parts makers to do a small amount of
sub-assembly work before delivery to buyers,

to win extra value

added, and benefit from the automatic presence of oriented parts in
their factory;

or 2) product retailers using robots to perform the

customer's specifically requested assembly on-site.
a

shoe-shop

might

In the long-term,

have a robotic shoe assembly

system,

that

permitted shoes to be cobbled to the precise measurements of the
customer's foot.

Such a system would be designed for the parts

family of shoes, and so productive and cheap.

ARF also challenges the traditional business theories

to

the

The ability of intelligent programmable assembly

Learning Curve.
systems

of

adapt

very

quickly

to

the

instructions

of

their

programmers, eliminates the original human factor behind delays in
optimising production volumes.
would be brief and steep.
be

re-launched

optimum

Consequently the new learning curve

Furthermore, discontinued products can

for brief periods,

production

levels,

simply

and immediately regain their
by

feeding

program, and replacing the peripherals involved.
argue that learning curves will disappear.

in

the

original

This is not to

Far from it, there will

be a long learning curve applying to the entire robotic assembly
system,

as users find out what its flexibility does and does not

permit.

But this would be a process-oriented curve, rather than

product-oriented, and will proceed unhindered by indi victual product
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life-cycles.

Consequently, I am cautious of statements like Kantrow•s

( 1980) that learning curves will grow to dominate product strategy.

Instead I think that the dominant influences on strategy may
become delivery distance and transport costs.

If energy prices

continue to rise, it may be cheaper to assemble goods locally, rather
than

carry

them

in

their

completed

form

over

long distances.

Rapidly changing markets would also be difficult to supply from a
distance.

With the traditional benefits of automated productivity no

longer confined to high
ce ntralised

manufacture

volume,
looks

single-goods assembly systems,

less

attractive.

Moreover,

the

be nefits of assembling products in remote Third World countries
would also decrease, since the locally placed robot would be able to
out-strip the productivity of even the most far-flung native.

Finally, a note on the timing of entry into the robotics market,
The advantages of early entry

would

accrue if a pioneering reputation was good for the firm;

if the

either as a maker or a user.

process of learning could be initiated without becomimg a test case
for all the vested interests concerned;

and the company thus be

positioned to gain from its experience,

when product variety and

modification began to become common in the industry:

likewise if

consumer or supplier loyalty could be won through early ad vantages
of

the

new

profitable.
technological

production

orientation,

even if it was

not initially

On the other hand, late entry would be preferable if
development

uncompetitive equipment.

will

leave

pioneers

stranded

with

Indeed it may still turn out that "firm 11

automation is really what users need, and that assembly robots are
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merely an anachronism which has ridden in on the back of T3-type
applications.

In conclusion one must therefore admit that Assembly

Robot Flexibility is still a concept of uncertain strategic importance,
and considerable strategic risk.

When we look at the systemic and

societal level we will find this even more so.
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PART B: SYSTEMIC SIGNIFICANCE TO STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT.
Unfortunately the

fast-working,

glamourous and revolutionary

aspects of ARF are largely confined to the operational level of
strategic significance.

When examined at the systemic level, ARF

presents managers instead with several major headaches.

The first problem arises from the very fact that the assembly
robot system releases the production system from its role of slowing
down the development of products to the pace dictated by the
economic characteristics of the dedicated capital equipment.

This is

done by relegating almost all repetition to the status of a routine
event.

The primary goal of the organisational structure therefore

becomes

the

rapid

identification,

communication and

solution

of

unique events so that a human can provide a program for them,
after which they become routine and automatable.

This

is

very

organisation.

different

from

goal

of

a

bureaucratic

The latter's structure is based on the absence of

programmable machines,

so that human programmability must be

used, despite its lack of productivity.
can,

the

To exact what productivity it

a bureaucracy divides the activities of all its humans into

standard tasks,

routine enough to be governed by defined and

consistently applied rules.

Bureaucracy

was

largely successful

where the only programmability was human, but such days are now
over.

However, it seems very likely that bureaucracy is too slow

and monolithic to exploit the potentials of ARF.

Robot flexibility

needs, and perhaps even causes, a flexible organisational structure.
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When we suggest that ARF will have an effect on organisational
structure,

we

raise

another

well-trodden

management

debate.

Technology and structure were first linked twenty years ago by Joan
Woodward.

She suggested that the span of control at the top of an

organisation was greater in capital intensive process industries; and
that in labour-intensive mass-production industries,

the primary

span of control was in the hands of lower management.

However,

Woodward's findings were challenged by research like the Aston
Studies, which found that Size was more a determinant of structure
than was Technology.

Our

General Model

may

be

of

assistance in explaining this

disagreement,

as well as justifying our suggestion that ARF is

unsuitable

bureaucratic management.

robots,

only

available.
what

to

two

solutions

to

the

Prior to programmable

productivity

dilemma

were

Either one routinised human behaviour in order to obtain

productivity it could achieve.

Or one

bought

dedicated

automation to do the task, but felt the effects of machine-pacing at
Because both

least among the lower parts of the organisation.
solutions,

whether technological or not,

pushed the organisation

towards routine, technology itself could not be be identified as a
major influence on structure.

The

introduction

of

ARF

alters

this

structural

determinism.

Programmable machinery allows an organisation to benefit from both
operational, personnel and strategic advantages of programmability,
without losing

the real benefits of productivity.

However, such

benefits are incompatible with the traditional organisational structure
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found in assembly firms, namely bureaucracy.

Curiously

bureaucracies

enough,

may

programmable

adopt

machines in an ill-conceived attempt to save themselves from the
threat which organised labour poses to their structure.

The blind

obedience of the robot, and instanteous communication with it, will
be

seen as restoring

the

flow

of

power

from

the

top of

the

It fails to appreciate that the humans

organisation to the bottom.

that remain in the organisation can no longer be organised on a
heirarchical

basis.

Leavitt

( 1962)

showed

that

a

looped

communication structure is necessary for fast problem-solving by
groups.

Mintzberg describes such

member is responsible

a structure,

in

for communicating directly

which each

with those he

considers relevant to a decision, as an "Adhocracy".

I am not sure that it is really the right word, particularly in the
light of comments by Tof fler,

who coined it, that it entails large

numbers of "specialists in vital fields so narrow that of ten the men
on top have difficulty understanding them" ( Future Shock p. 141).
This

I

see

as

a voiding

the

ideal

application

of

human

programmability, which I do not see so much as a potential "expert
system 11,

since

AI

already

proposes

systems";

rather the organisation should use each human as an

integrated multi-role combat unit.
Tofler•s

other

comments

bureaucracy,

automation

definition of

adhocracy.

restricted to the level

that
leads

to

write

its

own

"expert

Indeed it is hard to reconcile

" far

from

to its

fastening

overthrow",

the

grip

of

with

such

a

I pref er the definition of adhocracy
of

metaphor
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quoted by Mintzberg,

as a

well co-ordinated hockey team.

In this, the distinctions between individual skills are less sharply
The image fits better with the Japanese system of tri-ennial

drawn.

job rotation mentioned by the Japanese banks as being the first
organisational

form

for

flexible

assembly companies.

This

may

appear too close to the old bureaucracy for comfort, in that the
job-tasks and job-hierarchy remain.
intention

of

experience,

adhocracy,
and

organisation,

the

in

But I believe that it fulfils the

deliberately

interpersonal

broadening

contacts

of

the field

members

of

of
the

permitting "subordinates" to form a concensus view,

and present their superiors with a fait accompli.

Such an organisational stucture removes several possible sources
of conflict within the organisation, which could not be avoided under
a bureaucracy.

Lawrence and Lorsch ( 1969) noted four causes for

conflict between the subunits of a bureaucracy that arose with the
increased

uncertainty

absorption

and

which an adoption of ARF would entail.

sources

of

communication,

These were:

-High degree of reliance on formalised rules and formal
channels within the organisation.
-Different time-horizons between groups.
-Differing goals concentration between groups.
-Different reliance on interpersonal relationships.
In order to avoid these conflicts, the standard bureaucracy must be
demolished, and new organisational structures set up.

Thus ARF

poses the question of major structural change, even when it has
been persued as a way of preventing change.
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We can only mention briefly here the threat which ARF may pose
to the traditional accounting practices of the organisation.

Put

simply, the measure of Return on Investment is based on too short a
time-scale to reflect the long-term strategic benefits of flexibility.
Companies are looking for an alternative measurement for invetsment
appraisal of system flexibility, but no satisfactory standard has been
One

found.

Terrotechnology

suggestion

was

that

(Sizer 1980 p l33-141)

life-cycle

costing,

might be used.

or

But on

examination this does not consider evaluating the increase in life-time
of

equipment

programming
ratio,

due
to

to its

optimise

flexibility,
the

but

rather

to use linear

maintenance-cost/machine-utilisation

to achieve maximum value added for minimum out-lay and

support.

In many ways the problems for robot resource accounting arise
because they may need to be costed in the same way as humans.
Human Resource Accounting has proved a very difficult field of
theory to apply in practice.

There are problems of chasing to

measure with both cost, and with value parameters:

if costs are

used, the fact that the value of the robot to the organisation may
change, is ignored.

The robot is really only the extension of the

ingenuity of it programmer.
contribution may change too.
applications,

I f the programmer changes, the robots
Moreover it may pass through several

and become a "sunk" cost,

flexibility left in

it.

If

the

choice

while still having useful
is made

for value-based

measurement, the need arises to discount the future contribution of
the robot, and/or his operator.

But the whole point of having the

flexibility is that the future is not known.
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There seems to be a

certain sel f righteous ness about a firm buying a robot on its ow n
evaluation of what it will need in the future, and the n incl uding the
"sec urity"
in flation
income,

it

has

bought

accounting
in

as

an

e ncourages

a

more

favour of asset maintenance,

might advocate a thoroughly

Consequently,

asset.

restrained

whereas

de finition

of

robot resource accounting

unconser vative addition of intangible

assets to the organisation's external report.

To summarise robotics poses three di f ferent threats to traditional
accounting practices.

It involves discounting the f ut ure,

against Historic Cost Accounting principles;

which runs

it involves putting more

attention on the abilities of the programmer,

and s upporting staf f;

and it proposes a statement of policy in support of oon-financially
attributable ad vantages to the company.

These considerations re flect the threat which the introd uction of
robot

flexibility may pose to the traditional structure of assembly

organisations.
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PART C: SOCIETAL SIGNIFICANCE TO STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT.
The societal section of this chapter runs the risk of turning into
a seperate secnario-planning thesis, involving the future of elements
as disparate as oil-sheiks and Third World governments, and the
meaning of economic "Good".

We could cover considerable space

discussing the role of variety in society, and the different cultural
responses that might be expected around the world.
space is severly limited.
attention:

However our

Therefore we will pick out two focuses of

the role of domestic government,

and the international

difference between the UK and Japan.
Domestic
robotics.

governments

can

make

or

break

second-generation

They can view them as part of the process of the

humanisation of work, as the German and Japanese do, and so fund
them in research laboratories as part of social reform programs.

Or

they can view them as a potential source of capitalist retrenchment
in the struggle to control wealth-creating resources, in which case
they would probably be taxed very heavily, on the pretext of paying
for unemployment benefits.

They can encourage the technological

and educational infrastructure which robot makers and users need to
survive,

or they can attempt to keep

the economic effects of

robotisatio n by foreign competitors from being imported, by imposing
high tariffs on foreign goods involved.

Likewise governments will be

able to influe nee the mood of the populace towards robotics,
either making it a scapegoat for unemployment statistics,
sheltering robot users from any need to shed jobs.

by

or by

This power of

government to influence their future, must be a mixed blessing for
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those involved in the industry.
government

adopts

robotics

There is a real danger that if one

as

a

propaganda

cause,

incumbents will treat it in the opposite way,
Therefore,

the

for form's sake.

because of its un fortunately mis-allied name,

because of

the

genuine risks

which

next

this level of

but also

machine-tool

sophistication poses, robots appear to be in for a stormy ride
The second area of societal significane which we examine is the
contrast between British and Japanese abilities to robotise.

We show

this aspect, because all too often policy decisions may be made on
the basis of what is happening elsewhere in the world.

Japan

is

respect.

particularly

suited

to

robotisation

in

all

but

one

She has a shortage of unskilled labour; a tradition of job

rotation

every

three

years,

robotised jobs less traumatic;

which

makes

retraining

those

in

and also a tradition of life-time

employment, so that displacement from jobs by robots is not feared
so much.
automatic n,

Finally she has a strong

belief in

the wisdom of

having compressed 400 years of industrialisation into

100.

Britain on the other hand has a surplus of unskilled labour; a
tradition of one skill per lifetime; a contract attitude to labour; and
a traditional fear of automation.

The result is that, whereas Japan

has little to fear from an "unskil led labour trap",
genuinely face one.

Britain could

Only one factor stands out in our favour.

The

tradition of independance of character, so abhorred by Japanese
society,

is possibly the most important ingredient in a creative
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adhocracy.

Consequently,

it may be that as a society we are

further advanced on the road to successful use of ARF than either
we, or others would recognise.

It is one thing to build a successful

economy on a cultural bias towards conformity and loyalty.

It is

quite another to achieve economic success through versatility and
originality.

If

high-differentiation

Europe

presents

products,

constituents for designing them.

she

an
also

attractive
has

the

market

for

psychological

However, such a lead can not be

preserved for long without active encouragement by governments.
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C O N C L U S I O N.

Our thesis has been to investigate the nature and significance to
In order to do this we

management of assembly robot flexibility.
first constructed

a general model of manipulator flexibility.

model found ten dimensions of manipulator flexibility,
into three overlapping sets.

Our

which fitted

The conclusions of the model included a

statement on the possible design philosophies of robot manipulators,
each with its own strengths and weaknesses.
in Fig. 2-4)

which we argued was the most relevant for assembly.
summarised in the three graphs shown in Fig

Our reasons are
6-1..

The shallow gradient part of each curve is of critical interest

to management:
within

We selected one ( "X 11

the

that is where the % of total assembly applications

scope

of

the

dimensions

is

increasing

FIG. 6-1. THREE SUBSETS OF MANIPULATOR
DEGREE REQUIRED FOR INDUSTRIAL ASSEMBLY.
Productivity required.
Dedicated.

Dexterity required.

fastest.

DEXTERITY,

11 X 11

BY

Programmability
required.

Human.

Human.

Robot.

Human.

Dedicated.

Percentage of Industrial Assembly Tasks.
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Dedicated.

reflects management's need for high productivity and reasonably high
programmability; this entailed sacrificing some dexterity, which it
was concluded could be done,
product design.

Robot

11

with a certain amount of careful

X II is in contrast to the actual robots now

available in the market-place, which are predominantly dexterous,
partly through an attempt to build robots styled on

human abilities,

and partly because at present the main demand for robots is in areas
where humans are exposed to physical danger, and so the priorities
for low cost and high productivity are less.
We

then

applied

perspectives.

our

general

model

to

three

management

In each case, the significance proved very broad,

and interdependant with the potentials and limitations of assembly
robot flexibility from other perspectives.

This gives rise to our

main conclusion, that any attempt to introduce robots on the basis
that they are like people, and that one can just plug them in and
walk away, is bound to be disaterous.

In particular, a program to

introduce assembly robots into a firm requires so much co-ordination
of management activities, that it will take a considerable time.

This

is due to the need to win over individually the many vested interests
affected.
For this reason we see the robot as a catalyst of change, either
for

the

future

benefit of the firm,

or for its loss.

organisation is able to adapt itself to an

11

adhocracy 11

If the
style of

structure, the robot will have proved to be a uniting force.

The

interests of the individual groups within the organisation will be
drawn together by the common database that the robot operates
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And because the routine elements of human tasks are

under.

confined to computer programs,

the opportunities for constructive

generalism, and conceptual flair,

will be increased, benefiting the

quality of working life of employees.

However, if the robots are introduced hastility, and without a
coordinated plan, the damage could be very great.
resentment
mobilised,

against the

name

"robot"

is

The potential for

considerable,

and once

may prove impossible to reverse until too late, and the

competition has completed its process learning curve, and so has few
of

the

inefficiencies associated with

either manual or dedicated

assembly.

Like-wise for national economies,

robots

be

can

dangerous.

If

the introduction of

they are presented as tools of

capitalist retrenchment, they may be objected to, or even banned.
If there is no method for redistributing labour away from factory

employment,

the potential gains in quality of working li fe may be

lost, and instead replaced by resentment at unemployment.

Finally,

if the human resource is not redeployed within the economy after
being released from monotonous work by robots,

there may have

been no net macro-economic benefit at all.

Ultimately the transition to assembly robots is seen as one which
society must make if it is to meet the growing dissatisfaction with
monotonous work,
designs.

without regressing to deliberately wasteful job

But one wonders just how far-reaching the challenge to

traditional education and bureaucracy will be.
1

1 adhocracy 11

regarded

is a politically destabilising force.

as

an

unknown

quantity,
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and

It could be that
Automation must be
feared

accordingly.

What is perhaps most alarming is the current inappropriateness of
management studies theory to much of the changes which companies
are facing.
flexibility,

The absence of proposals for an economic theory of
or

any

form

of

flexibility accounting

standard,

are

combined with weaknesses in business strategy theory, and a similar
vagueness of suggestions about organisational structures capable of
adopting the new technology successfully, or a means for design of
the

climate

greenhouses.
1

1

of

organisations

so

that

they

become

creativity

As Ackoff (1981) puts it:

the problem is not to know how to improve the quality
of life of others, but how to enable them to do so for
themselves, and learn continually how to do so more
effectively 11 •
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